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Foreword
By Dr. Rob Dunn
A number of years ago, in collaboration with Dr. Andrea Lucky, we began to enlist the help of the public in
studying the ants of the world. We'd found that very often we were making discoveries of new species,
behaviors and phenomena with regard to ants in places where many people were living. It occurred to us
that if we could convince people to help us look, to help us watch the species around us every day, that we
might be able to make many more new discoveries. In addition, we imagined that those discoveries would,
even more directly, relate to people’s daily lives. It worked. Very quickly kids, families and other folks began
to make discoveries of new species, of species in places we didn't know they lived and of new behaviors.
The project was a success and it was incredibly fun. It led to a series of books on the common ants of
North America as well as to related projects in Denmark, Australia, Italy and elsewhere. But what we hadn't
figured out how to do at that point was make the work that the public was doing to help make discoveries
into something resembling formal education. It was science and so, of course, people learned as they did
the science. But it was an informal sort of learning. Some learned a lot, others a little.
With time, and thanks to the help of a grant from the National Science Foundation, we were able to begin to
develop lesson plans that allowed us to embed formal learning in this effort. Kids could, through these
lesson plans, accomplish the standard classroom goals while also getting to watch ants. It was a winwin. It
was also really hard, initially. There was some crying (and not even just mine), some shouting and some
gnashing of teeth. But Dr. Magdalena Sorger along with Paige Derouin and then Rachael Polmanteer
persevered. The result is the guide you find here, a guide that can lead you through the sorts of discoveries
that you can make, with us, about ants, while learning things you never knew you didn't know.
My hope is that this beautiful, useful, fun, booklet serves as a template that helps kids learn science but
also helps a generation of children to maintain their interest in insects in general and ants in particular. Most
animal species are insects. And among those species, ants are fascinating. Their societies are worthy of
study in and of themselves, but they are also worthy of study in as much as ants have solved many
problems we haven't quite figured out yet. So, as has been said before, go to the ants though kids and
teachers, and learn from them. In doing so, help us discover species, phenomena and behaviors never
before seen. The first steps are easy. You will find them here. And as for the rest of the steps after you carry
out this project, well, for each of you they will be different. But maybe, just maybe, some of you will continue
to study these ants. Become, like Dr. Magdalena Sorger and Dr. Andrea Lucky, biologists of ants who get to
spend their lives studying their ways.
Rob Dunn is a professor in the Department of Applied Ecology at NC State University. He has been engaging
the public through citizen science since 2010 and is the lead principal investigator of the Students Discover
project. Dr. Dunn has also published numerous popular science books, his latest is Never Home Alone. More
on his website robdunnlab.com.
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About The Authors & This Guide
Dear Teachers,
We love citizen science! And we believe that citizen science is a powerful approach to teach science in the
classroom. As a result, we created a suite of standardsaligned materials around the Ant Picnic citizen
science project for students in grades K12.
Use these icons to help you find gradeappropriate materials for your students:

Grades K1

Grades K5

Grades 68

Grades 812

Many of the activities in this guide are interdisciplinary and can be taught collaboratively, so please feel free
to share these materials with your fellow teachers. We hope you enjoy doing the Ant Picnic experiment and
look forward to hearing how you are using citizen science in your classroom.
Happy sciencing!
Rachael, Magdalena & Kristin

April, 2019

Rachael Polmanteer is a middle school science teacher at River Bend Middle in Raleigh,
NC. She is a 20162017 Kenan Fellow and was introduced to citizen science through the
Students Discover project. Since 2017, she has been transforming her science classroom
into a citizen science classroom by implementing various citizen science projects and
writing corresponding curriculum. She also holds a bachelor’s degree in marine sciences.
Visit her classroom through Twitter: @rmp4412
Dr. Magdalena Sorger is a postdoctoral researcher at the North Carolina Museum of Natural
Sciences and NC State University. She has been a part of the Students Discover team since
2016 and is the lead scientist on the Ant Picnic citizen science project. Ants are her jam! She
has studied ant jumping, supercolonies, and genetic isolation in places all around the world.
She also described and named 11 new ant species. Visit her website theantlife.com. To
learn more, you can also follow her on Twitter & Instagram: @MagSorger
Kristin Bedell is a doctoral candidate at the University of North Carolina School of
Education. She studies how middle school students’ beliefs about scientific knowledge
impact their work with data in the context of citizen science. She has taught kindergarten
through college, with most of her experience in elementary classrooms, and has twice been a
statelevel finalist in science for the Presidential Award for Excellence in Math and Science.
You can reach her on Twitter: @kdbedell
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Alignment to Teaching Standards
Ant Picnic
North Carolina
1.L.2.2

Summarize the basic needs of a variety of different animals (including air, water, and food) for energy and
growth.

4.L.2.2

Explain the role of vitamins, minerals and exercise in maintaining a healthy body.

6.L.2.3

Summarize how the abiotic factors (such as temperature, water, sunlight, and soil quality) of biomes
(freshwater, marine, forest, grasslands, desert, Tundra) affect the ability of organisms to grow, survive
and/or create their own food through photosynthesis.

8.L.3.1

Explain how factors such as food, water, shelter and space affect populations in an ecosystem.

8.L.5.1

Summarize how food provides the energy and the molecules required for building materials, growth and
survival of all organisms (to include plants).

Bio.2.1.4

Explain why ecosystems can be relatively stable over hundreds or thousands of years, even though
populations may fluctuate (emphasizing availability of food, availability of shelter, number of predators and
disease).

Bio.4.1.1

Compare the structures and functions of the major biological molecules (carbohydrates, proteins, lipids,
and nucleic acids) as related to the survival of living organisms.

N.G.S.S.
MS-LS1-1

Conduct an investigation to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence that meet the goals of an
investigation.

MS-LS1-7

Compare the structures and functions of the major biological molecules (carbohydrates, proteins, lipids,
and nucleic acids) as related to the survival of living organisms.

MS-LS2-2

Construct an explanation that predicts patterns of interactions among organisms across multiple
ecosystems. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on predicting consistent patterns of interactions in
different ecosystems in terms of the relationships among and between organisms and abiotic components
of ecosystems. Examples of types of interactions could include competitive, predatory, and mutually
beneficial.]

Data Discovery
North Carolina
NC.1.MD.4

Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories.
● Ask and answer questions about the total number of data points.
● Ask and answer questions about how many in each category.
● Ask and answer questions about how many more or less are in one category than in another.

NC.2.NBT.2

Count within 1,000; skip-count by 5s, 10s, and 100s.

NC.2.NBT.3

Read and write numbers, within 1,000, using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded form.

NC.2.NBT.4

Compare two three-digit numbers based on the value of the hundreds, tens, and ones digits, using >, =,
and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.
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NC.2.NBT.6

Add up to three twodigit numbers using strategies based on place value and properties of operations.

NC.2.NBT.7

Add and subtract, within 1,000, relating the strategy to a written method, using:
● Concrete models or drawings
● Strategies based on place value
● Properties of operations
● Relationship between addition and subtraction

NC.2.MD.10

Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to four categories.
● Draw a picture graph and a bar graph with a singleunit scale to represent a data set.
● Solve simple puttogether, takeapart, and compare problems using information presented in a picture
and a bar graph.

NC.3.NBT.2

Add and subtract whole numbers up to and including 1,000.
● Use estimation strategies to assess reasonableness of answers.
● Model and explain how the relationship between addition and subtraction can be applied to solve
addition and subtraction problems.
● Use expanded form to decompose numbers and then find sums and differences.

NC.3.MD.3

Represent and interpret scaled picture and bar graphs:
● Collect data by asking a question that yields data in up to four categories.
● Make a representation of data and interpret data in a frequency table, scaled picture graph, and/or
scaled bar graph with axes provided.
● Solve one and twostep “how many more” and “how many less” problems using information from
these graphs.

NC.4.MD.4

Represent and interpret data using whole numbers.
● Collect data by asking a question that yields numerical data.
● Make a representation of data and interpret data in a frequency table, scaled bar graph, and/or line
plot.
● Determine whether a survey question will yield categorical or numerical data.

NC.5.MD.2

Represent and interpret data.
● Collect data by asking a question that yields data that changes over time.
● Make and interpret a representation of data using a line graph.
● Determine whether a survey question will yield categorical or numerical data, or data that changes
over time.

NC.6.SP.1

Recognize a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the data related to the question and
accounts for it in the answers.

NC.6.SP.2

Understand that a set of data collected to answer a statistical question has a distribution which can be
described by its center, spread, and overall shape.

NC.6.SP.3

Understand that both a measure of center and a description of variability should be considered when
describing a numerical data set.
a. Determine the measure of center of a data set and understand that it is a single number that
summarizes all the values of that data set.
● Understand that a mean is a measure of center that represents a balance point or fair share of a
data set and can be influenced by the presence of extreme values within the data set.
● Understand the median as a measure of center that is the numerical middle of an ordered data
set.
b. Understand that describing the variability of a data set is needed to distinguish between data sets in
the same scale, by comparing graphical representations of different data sets in the same scale that
have similar measures of center, but different spreads.

NC.6.SP.4

Display numerical data in plots on a number line.
● Use dot plots, histograms, and box plots to represent data.
● Compare the attributes of different representations of the same data.
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Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context.
a. Describe the collected data by:
● Reporting the number of observations in dot plots and histograms.
● Communicating the nature of the attribute under investigation, how it was measured, and the units
of measurement.
b. Analyze center and variability by:
● Giving quantitative measures of center, describing variability, and any overall pattern, and noting
any striking deviations.
● Justifying the appropriate choice of measures of center using the shape of the data distribution.

NC.7.NS.1

Apply and extend previous understandings of addition and subtraction to add and subtract rational
numbers, using the properties of operations, and describing realworld contexts using sums and
differences.

NC.7.NS.3

Solve realworld and mathematical problems involving numerical expressions with rational numbers using
the four operations.

NC.7.SP.1

Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a population by:
● Recognizing that generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if the sample is
representative of that population.
● Using random sampling to produce representative samples to support valid inferences.

NC.7.SP.3

Recognize the role of variability when comparing two populations.
a. Calculate the measure of variability of a data set and understand that it describes how the values of
the data set vary with a single number.
● Understand the mean absolute deviation of a data set is a measure of variability that describes
the average distance that points within a data set are from the mean of the data set.
● Understand that the range describes the spread of the entire data set.
● Understand that the interquartile range describes the spread of the middle 50% of the data.
b. Informally assess the difference between two data sets by examining the overlap and separation
between the graphical representations of two data sets.

NC.7.SP.4

Use measures of center and measures of variability for numerical data from random samples to draw
comparative inferences about two populations.

NC.8.SP.1

Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate patterns of association
between two quantities. Investigate and describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or negative
association, linear association, and nonlinear association.

NC.8.SP.2

Model the relationship between bivariate quantitative data to:
● Informally fit a straight line for a scatter plot that suggests a linear association.
● Informally assess the model fit by judging the closeness of the data points to the line.

NC.M1.SID.1

Use technology to represent data with plots on the real number line (histograms, and box plots).

NC.M1.SID.2

Use statistics appropriate to the shape of the data distribution to compare center (median, mean) and
spread (interquartile range, standard deviation) of two or more different data sets. Interpret differences in
shape, center, and spread in the context of the data sets.

NC.M1.SID.3

Examine the effects of extreme data points (outliers) on shape, center, and/or spread.

NC.M1.SID.6

Represent data on two quantitative variables on a scatter plot, and describe how the variables are related.

6.TT.1.2

Select appropriate technology tools to organize data and information (e.g., word processor, database,
spreadsheet, graphic organizer, audio and visual recording, online collaboration tools, etc.).

7.TT.1.2

Use appropriate technology tools and other resources to organize information (e.g., graphic organizers,
databases, spreadsheets, and desktop publishing).
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Use appropriate technology tools and other resources to organize information (e.g., graphic organizers,
databases, spreadsheets, and desktop publishing).

N.G.S.S.
MS-LS2-1

Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability on organisms and
populations of organisms in an ecosystem. [Emphasis on cause and effect relationships between
resources and growth of individual organisms and the numbers of organisms in ecosystems during periods
of abundant and scarce resources.]

MS-LS2-4

Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes to physical or biological components
of an ecosystem affect populations. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on recognizing patterns in data
and making warranted inferences about changes in populations, and on evaluating empirical evidence
supporting arguments about changes to ecosystems.]

MS-LS4-4

Construct an explanation based on evidence that describes how genetic variations of traits in a population
increase some individuals’ probability of surviving and reproducing in a specific environment. [Clarification
Statement: Emphasis is on using simple probability statements and proportional reasoning to construct
explanations.]

HS-LS2-1

Use mathematical and/or computational representations to support explanations of factors that affect
carrying capacity of ecosystems at different scales. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on quantitative
analysis and comparison of the relationships among interdependent factors including boundaries,
resources, climate, and competition. Examples of mathematical comparisons could include graphs, charts,
histograms, and population changes gathered from simulations or historical data sets.]

HS-LS2-2

Use mathematical representations to support and revise explanations based on evidence about factors
affecting biodiversity and populations in ecosystems of different scales. [Clarification Statement: Examples
of mathematical representations include finding the average, determining trends, and using graphical
comparisons of multiple sets of data.]

Spirit ant
North Carolina
K.L.1.1

Compare different types of the same animal (i.e., different types of dogs, different types of cats, etc.) to
determine individual differences within a particular type of animal.

W.6.3
W.7.3
W.8.3

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, relevant
descriptive details, and wellstructured event sequences.

L.6.1
L.7.1
L.8.1

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or
speaking; demonstrate proficiency within the 68 grammar continuum.

L.6.2
L.7.2
L.8.2

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
when writing; demonstrate proficiency within the 68 conventions continuum.

SL.6.5

Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to clarify information.

6.SI.1.1

Analyze resources in terms of their reliability (which can be determined by currency, credibility, or authority,
depending on the topic or purpose).

6.SI.1.2

Analyze content for relevance to the assigned task.

6.TT.1.1

Select appropriate technology tools to gather data and information (e.g., Webbased resources, ebooks,
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6.SE.1.2
7.SE.1.2

Apply the safety precautions necessary when using online resources (personal information, passwords,
etc.).

7.SI.1.1
8.SI.1.1

Evaluate resources for reliability. (Reliability can be determined by currency, credibility, authority, etc.
depending on the curriculum topic).

7.SI.1.2
8.SI.1.2

Evaluate content for relevance to the assigned task.

7.TT.1.1
8.TT.1.1

Use appropriate technology tools and other resources to access information.

7.TT.1.2
8.TT.1.2

Use appropriate technology tools and other resources to organize information (e.g., graphic organizers,
databases, spreadsheets, and desktop publishing).

7.V.2.3

Create original art emphasizing selected elements and principles to express ideas or feelings.

7.V.3.1

Apply safety knowledge to maintain a safe and orderly personal work space.

8.V.1.2

Apply the Elements of Art and Principles of Design in the planning and creation of personal art.

8.V.2.3

Create original art that conveys one or more ideas or feelings.

8.V.3.1

Apply knowledge of safety and media to maintain and take care of the work space and art.
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Notes:
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Ant Picnic: Activity Overview
ABOUT THIS ACTIVITY
Diet preferences and needs for humans are well documented, however, we are still learning about the
diet preferences of ants in different parts of the world. What ants eat at different times of the year and in
different places around the world tells us what might be missing in their environment and how climate
change could impact ant populations.
Since 2011 the Rob Dunn Lab at North Carolina State University has been asking the question, “which
ant species live where?” and citizen scientists have been answering by collecting ants with cookies in
their backyards and schoolyards and mailing them to the lab. Now we are asking another question about
those ants: What do ants prefer to eat around the world?
In this activity, students learn about the major food groups and explore the diet preferences of ants by
participating in a real science project. Students will set out prescribed ant food baits, collect the baits,
count the ants present at each bait, and share the data with a scientist. The data students collect will
contribute to a large database with data from students from all around the world who are doing the same
experiment. Scientists use these data to explore regional and global trends in ant food preferences so
they can learn about more complex things like the environment and climate change.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏ Extra Virgin Olive Oil
❏ Amino Acids: LGlutamine powder in solution (20%
solution)
❏ Sugar Water (20% solution)
❏ Salt Water (1% solution)
❏ Water (tap water is ok)
❏ 5 containers for solutions (e.g., plastic cups, jars)
❏ Measuring spoons or scale
❏ Cotton balls (5 per group)
❏ Pecan Sandies cookies (or a similar shortbread
cookie)
❏ Student Data Sheet (one per student)
❏ “Experiment in Progress” sign (one per group)
❏ Sandwich zip lock bags (6 per group)
❏ White 3×5 index cards (6 per group)
❏ Pencils for data recording and labeling
❏ Camera phone or digital camera
❏ “Ant Picnic” introduction video
(go.ncsu.edu/antpicnicintro) & “Thank you for
participating in Ant Picnic” video
(go.ncsu.edu/antpicnicthankyou)
❏ “Ants and Citizen Science” video
(go.ncsu.edu/antscitsci) – optional but helpful
DISCOVER ANTS | GUIDE | ANT PICNIC | 11
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HELPFUL HINTS
• Before you start this activity, we suggest doing a general introduction to ants. For
instance, you can do the Spirit Ant Activity (see contents of this booklet) before
starting Ant Picnic and allow students to present their work to one another during the
hourlong wait time when the food baits are set up outside. An even more general
introduction to ants can be found at discoverants.com/whyants
• The Ant Picnic experiment will work best on a warm day with no rain and no or
minimal wind. If it is windy, you will need to secure the index cards (with a small rock
or skewer) so they are not blown away.
• The baits need to be left out for at least one hour—if you teach shorter classes, you
can spend one class period setting the baits out and a later class period picking them
up and counting the ants. The final data can be shared with the earlier class period the
following day. Additionally, ants can be frozen and counted during a later class period.
• If you are doing this experiment in a nutfree school, you can use a nutfree shortbread
cookie as your cookie bait.
• Please do not add any additional food types to your ant picnic. We will not be able to
use your experimental data if you don’t follow the protocol meticulously. See extension
activities for additional options for your students.
• If your students are Girl Scouts, they can log in at scistarter.com/girlscouts/info to
start a Journey (including Ant Picnic) with their Troop and earn a badge!

DIRECTIONS
1.

Warm up exercise (approx. 5 min) as students arrive to class (directions
can be written on the board or projected so that students can complete
task while teacher takes roll or completes other administrative tasks):
• Take out a blank sheet of paper and pen/pencil.
• Make a list of everything you have eaten over the past 48 hours.
• To the best of your abilities, categorize these food items by type, e.g.,
meat, poultry, vegetable, starch, etc.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, you can engage students in a discussion
of different food types and varying qualities of each type. The United
States Department of Agriculture provides a number of free educator
resources on nutrition that you can download and share with students.

2.

Watch “Ant Picnic Introduction” video with students.

3.

Put students into small groups (36 students). Each group can conduct
one experiment (i.e., place 6 baits). If materials are scarce or class size
is small, it is also an option to set up one experiment as a whole class.

4.

Follow Ant Picnic: Teacher Instructions

5.

Watch “Thank you for participating in Ant Picnic” video with students.
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ABOUT THE SCIENCE
We want to learn more about what ants eat in different environments: in your backyard, on your school’s
playground, at the park. How fast do they come to sugar, how fast do they come to a cookie you drop or
how fast do they come to all these food sources around us? Ants are looking to have a balanced diet just
like us. Their food preferences at different times of the year and in different places around the world tell
us what is missing in their environment.
The results you collect will be incorporated into the biggest study of global patterns in preferred food
resources and activity within a single group of organisms. The effect of ant resource preferences are felt
every time you go on a picnic or let your sandwich lie around for too long. In some places the ants arrive
quickly to eat some of your leftovers, in other places they don’t. Ants prefer different kinds of foods in
different places and we want to know what environmental variables govern this resource preference.
The next goal of this project is to understand, in light of differences from place to place (how much rain
there is, how hot it is, how much food we leave out and how many buildings there are), what determines
the preferences for different kinds of food. We have big predictions about what this should look like
globally. We think that in the tropics, ants get to all the food faster than anywhere else. We think that in
the desert the ants are very quick to find water. But we don’t actually know this for certain anywhere in
the world yet. What we especially don’t know is how what ants do in the wild of the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park or Peru or Copenhagen compares to what happens in your backyard. This is
where the data you are collecting comes in; you will help us to see what’s really going on at your picnic.
Join students and scientists around the world who have sampled for Ant Picnic, ranging from students in
Peru to the Crown Princess Mary of Denmark.

ABOUT THE SCIENTIST
Dr. Magdalena Sorger is a postdoctoral researcher at the North
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences and North Carolina State
University. She’s an evolutionary ecologist interested in the diversity,
distribution, and behavior of ants and other insects. More information is
available on her website theantlife.com.
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Ant Picnic: Teacher Instructions
1.

Prepare baits:
• Put 3 1/2 tablespoons (50 g) of pure LGlutamine powder in 250 ml of water. Note: The powder will not dissolve
in the water. Just mix the water and powder before soaking the cotton ball!
• Put 3 1/2 tablespoons (50 g) of sugar in 250 ml of water. You might need to heat the solution!
• Put 1/2 teaspoon (2.5 g) of salt in 250 ml of water.
• Quarter some Pecan Sandies, you’ll need one quarter per bait station. If you are using a different shortbread
cookie use approx. 1 square inch.
No special preparation is required for extra virgin olive oil and water.
DO NOT add any additional food types to your Ant Picnic experiment! This would change the experimental
protocol and we will not be able to compare your results to everyone else’s.

2.

Label 6 index cards with the bait type names (amino acids, cookie, oil, salt, sugar, water), the date and a unique
identifier (e.g., name, number or symbol). Also prepare the “Experiment in Progress” sign.
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3.

Soak one cotton ball in each of the 5 solutions and prepare to bring the soaked cotton balls outside to your
experiment site. Also, bring a quarter of a Pecan Sandie cookie (or about 1 square inch of a shortbread cookie)
and prepare to crush it at your experiment site (no need to add a cotton ball to the cookie bait).

4.

Put your 6 index cards down at your experiment site and place a cotton ball soaked in the corresponding solution
and a crushed cookie onto each index card. Arrange them 12 inches apart from each other. This can be done in
a circle or a group (avoid putting them in a row so that all baits are close together).

5.

Record the start time and information about the site and weather conditions on the data sheet. Place the
“Experiment in Progress” sign at your experiment site.
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6.

Wait at least one hour. During this time return to the classroom and engage your students in class discussion
using the discussion questions on the Student Activity Sheet. If you have additional time, consider doing the Spirit
Ant Activity or one of the other teaching modules you can find at discoverants.com/educational-resources.

7.

After one hour return to your bait stations. Bring 6 zip lock bags and record the end time on the data sheet.
Carefully walk up to your bait stations (so you don’t scare any ants off) and BEFORE picking up any index cards,
count the number of ants you see. Record the numbers for each bait type on your data sheet (if there are too
many ants you can estimate the numbers).

8.

Take a picture of your entire experiment. The ants at each bait type and your labels for each of your 6 index cards
should be clearly visible. You can also take individual pictures of each bait card. Even if you don’t see any ants,
please still make sure EVERY bait card is visible in the picture!
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9.

Quickly place each index card including the cotton ball and any ants into one zip lock bag. This might be difficult
because ants gathered at the bait might escape as you pick up the card. Do not combine all index cards into one
bag!

10.

Bring the zip lock bags inside and count how many ants are in each bag. Do this through the bag, do not open it!
Counting is done three times for each bag and then averaged. Record values on the data sheet. Once the ants
are counted they can be released back to where they were collected. If the number of ants is higher than students
can comfortably count while the ants are moving around, place the zip lock bag in the freezer overnight and count
the ants the next day; high numbers can be estimated by dividing the bag into quadrants.

11.

Enter the data online at scistarter.org/form/ant-picnic. Your data has now been sent to a scientist and will be
incorporated into a large data set, along with data from students around the world who are also completing
the Ant Picnic experiment.
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Ant Picnic: Frequently Asked Questions
What if students get upset about the fact that ants might die as part of the Ant Picnic
experiment?
Dr. Sorger answers this question from three perspectives:
1. No killing is required in Ant Picnic BUT live ants must be put back exactly where they were collected.
The experiment can be done without killing any ants. I recommend freezing the ants to make it easier to count them if
there are more than you can easily count. But if you choose to do the experiment without killing any ants, then please
keep in mind that they need to be put back very close to where they were originally collected. If they cannot find the
chemical trail or other indicators (e.g., certain species use landmarks) that will lead them back to their nest, they likely
won't survive for very long and it is almost equivalent to killing them.
2. Ant workers are not considered individuals like most other animals.
All ant species are social and more specifically eusocial which means that they possess a series of characteristics.
They live in social groups called colonies with cooperative brood care, overlapping generations, and division of labor
into reproductive and nonreproductive individuals (also called “castes”). The ant queen and males (if they are
present) are considered reproductive castes while workers (although they are also female) are usually sterile and
therefore a nonreproductive caste.
As such, an ant colony should be considered one big organism (often called "superorganism") where each individual
ant is part of a whole and can’t survive on its own, much like our bodies where we have different cells and each cell
has a specific job. When all the cells (e.g., skin cells, bone cells, muscle cells) work together they form one big
organism: a human. Now, of course, some cells are more important than others. For instance, we can’t survive
without a heart which is made of nonregenerating muscle and other cells but if we injure our skin or break a bone we
are usually going to be ok. In an ant colony, the queen is the only one who reproduces and without her the colony
cannot survive because workers usually cannot produce more workers. Therefore, a queen is like the heart; the
“superorganism” can’t survive without her. An individual worker ant, on the other hand, has a specific task (e.g.,
foraging, scouting, brood care, defense) but it is never the only one with that particular task and there are always
others that can either take over or the queen can produce more worker ants to do a particular task. So a worker ant is
similar to a skin or bone cell which can regenerate. If injured, your body will heal and produce more of these kinds of
cells to replace the ones you lost.
Another example is to compare an ant colony to a pine tree. If you strip one branch of all needles, the tree will still
survive. It will simply regrow the needles. Worker ants can be considered similar to the needles, but killing the ant
queen is analogous to cutting the tree at the trunk or uprooting it.
3. Specimen collection (which requires killing) is for scientific purposes.
Killing is never ok if it is done just for fun. However, animals can be killed for valid reasons such as survival purposes
(e.g., food, selfdefense) and scientific advancement such as this project. For insects specifically (but also for most
other animals), it is impossible to study them without killing at least some individuals. In the case of ants, some
species require counting the number of hairs on certain body parts or making detailed measurements just to identify
the species. This requires a pinned specimen which is then kept in a research collection. Without these collections
we would not have a good understanding of how many species there are on earth or how to identify them. And we
also would not know how common some of these species are and which ones need to be protected. Insect
collections are incredibly valuable, not just to teach future generations of entomologists about all these different
identification characters but also to collect data about the past to answer various research questions (e.g., how
environmental factors impact species ranges over time).

My student has a nut allergy / I’m in a nut-free school – what can I do?
You can use a nutfree shortbread cookie as your cookie bait. Please indicate this in the comments section when you
submit your data.
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What is the “control” in the context of the Ant Picnic experiment?
By definition, the control in a science experiment is a sample that is kept unchanged throughout the experiment. This
is done to establish a baseline in order to confirm that you are measuring what you are intending to measure. For
Ant Picnic, the control can be considered in two ways:
1. The proper control for this experiment is a dry cotton ball—if ants come to the dry cotton ball just as they come to
the other food choices then the experimental design needs to be reevaluated because the cotton balls, and not
the different food choices (which is what we are interested in), may be what attract the ants. For Ant Picnic, this
test has already been done by scientists, specifically when we tested the experimental method for the first time.
That’s why students don’t need to add a dry cotton ball to their experiment every time. However, if they would
like to, they certainly can; please just make sure this is noted in the comments when submitting your
experimental data.
2. The water food bait could also be considered a control, because we are mainly measuring food choice as it
relates to nutrition. However, in some environments ants might be dehydrated and in need of water. Therefore,
we are also interested in how many ants choose water.

My students didn’t get any ants and feel like the experiment “didn’t work” – what can I tell them?
It is very possible that students in one or more groups will recover their Ant Picnic baits only to discover that there are
no ants to count. This could have many reasons but most importantly “zero ants” is still a valuable result of this
experiment and needs to be recorded. This result can even spark good discussions in your class about why a
scientist might want to know when no ants came to any of the baits. Students may also brainstorm hypotheses about
factors that might have depressed ant turnout. Furthermore, you can point out to your students that there is a
difference between “zeros” and “no data.” For a more detailed discussion about this topic, see Data Discovery 
Frequently Asked Questions.

It’s windy – what can I do so the bait cards don’t get blown away?
The Ant Picnic experiment will work best on a warm day with no rain and no or minimal wind. If it is windy, you will
need to secure the index cards with a small rock, skewer or nail so they don’t get blown away. As long as it is not a
food source, it will not interfere with the experiment.

A larger animal ate the baits (squirrel, cat, dog, racoon, etc.) – what can I do?
If this happens consistently, you can consider adding an exclusion device. The idea is that the target species (ants)
can still get to the baits but something larger cannot. A mesh cage placed over the baits would achieve this. For
instance, you could add the top of a pet cage to exclude most larger mammals that would be likely culprits for
stealing baits. If this only happens once and not to everyone in the class, just add a note when you submit the data.

My class period is shorter than 60 min – can I leave the experiment out for less time?
The baits need to be left out for at least one hour. If you only have a shorter class period, you can consider having
one class period set out the baits and a later class period pick them up and count the ants. Final data can be shared
with the earlier class period the following day. Additionally, ants can be frozen and counted during a later class
period.

My students want to test additional food types – what can I do?
Please do not add any additional food types to your Ant Picnic. We will not be able to use your experimental data if
you don’t follow the protocol meticulously. See Ant Picnic  Extension Activities for additional options if you are
interested in testing different food baits.
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Ant Picnic: Teacher Quiz Available online!
1. How many experiments do I plan to set up with my students? How many groups will I put
students in?
Just one  I'll set the experiment up as a demo
I'll put them in groups of 2  that means more experiments but my students can handle it
I'll put them in groups of 4  each group can set up one experiment
I'll put them in groups of 6  each group member is responsible for one bait type
I'll put students in larger groups (6+)

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

2. Do I have all ingredients ready to make an Ant Picnic? Select all that apply.
Extra Virgin Olive Oil  about 1 cup
Amino Acids: LGlutamine powder  3 1/2 tablespoons (50 g)
Sugar  3 1/2 tablespoons (50 g)
Salt  1/2 teaspoon (2.5 g)
Pecan Sandies cookies (or a different shortbread cookie if you are at a nutfree school)
Access to water (tap water is ok)
Cotton balls  5 per experiment (multiply by however many experiments you'll set up with your
class)
Measuring spoons or scale
printed Student Data Sheets (one per group)
printed "Experiment in Progress" signs (one per group)
Sandwich zip lock bags (6 per group)
Pencil for data recording and labeling (one per group)
5 containers for mixing solutions and holding liquids (e.g., plastic cups, glass jars, etc.)

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

3. Select all that apply when mixing these 3 solutions: amino acids in water, salt water, sugar water.
Amino acids (LGlutamine powder) will dissolve in water (warm or cold), creating a clear liquid
Amino acids won't dissolve in water, creating a murky liquid  needs stirring when adding cotton
balls
Sugar will dissolve in cold water
Sugar won't dissolve in cold water; the solution needs to be heated up
Salt will dissolve in cold water
Salt won't dissolve in cold water; the solution needs to be heated up

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

4. Which statements are true about the cookie bait? Select all that apply.
Students need to place a whole cookie on the index card
Students need to place 1/4 of a cookie on the index card
Students need to crumble up 1/4 of a cookie on the index card
Students needs to crumble up 1/4 of a cookie and spread it on and around the index card
The cookie bait needs a cotton ball
The cookie bait does NOT need a cotton ball

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
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5. What am I doing with students during the 1 hour wait period while the experiment is set up outside?
Spirit Ant Activity
Class discussion using discussion questions on Student Data Sheet
Classroom visit by research scientist
Ant Picnic Presurvey Part 2 (only relevant if you are participating in the pre/post survey study)

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

6. Where will I allow students to set up their experiments?
They can go anywhere on school property
They need to stay within eye shot of each other but otherwise can choose freely
They need to do this in the schoolyard
I have chosen a different environment type for each group, so we have some diversity

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

7. What does each group have to have available BEFORE they go out to set up their experiment?
Select all that apply.
6 bait cards, each labeled with date, group name and one of the bait types
5 cotton balls, each soaked in a bait type and 1/4 of a cookie
Student Data Sheet for recording start time, weather conditions & site information
Access to a smartphone or GPS capable device to record GPS coordinates
Pencil
Experiment in Progress sign

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

8. What does each group have to have available when they RETURN to their experiment site after 1
hour? Select all that apply.
Access to a camera or camera phone to take a picture of the experiment BEFORE picking it up
6 zip lock bags
Student Data Sheet for recording end time & doing precollection count
Pencil

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

9. What is the pre-collection count?
During the 1 hour wait, students guess the number of ants they expect to find when they return to
their site
After 1 hour, students count the number of ants they see at the baits BEFORE picking them up
AFTER collecting the baits, students eyeball how many ants are in each bag

⃞
⃞
⃞

10. Why is the pre-collection count important?
What's the precollection count?
It's not  I won't do it!
It ensures that any ants that might run when cards are picked up are counted

⃞
⃞
⃞

11. How many times does each group need to count the ants in their bags?
Once and record this number as the final count
Twice and record both numbers as the final count
Three times, then calculate the average of the three totals and record it as the final count

⃞
⃞
⃞
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12. SCENARIO: Students have collected their zip lock bags and entered their ant counts on the data
sheets. What now?
I will collect data sheets from students and enter the data online myself
I will explain the form to students and will let them complete it in their groups, with extensive
supervision to ensure they enter the data correctly
I'll give students the data entry link and let them figure it out by themselves
I don't care about sending our data to the scientist so I'm not planning to enter the data
I will collect data sheets from students and ask someone else (e.g., an adult volunteer) to enter the
data

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

13. SCENARIO: Students return to their experiment and don't see any ants. They ask me what they
should do. I tell them:
Just leave the experiment where it is  no need to pick it up if there are no ants.
Follow all the steps exactly, as if you saw ants. Some ants might hide underneath the cards.
Pick up the experiment but combine all bait cards into a single zip lock bag.
Pick up the experiment but don't record the data. Zeros are not important.

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

14. SCENARIO: Right after students collect their zip lock bags, the class period ends and students need
to leave. What do I do with the bags they collected?
Freeze the bags overnight and count the ants during the next class period
Leave all bags at room temperature by the window and count the ants during the next class period
Throw away all bags

⃞
⃞
⃞

15. SCENARIO: A group of students would like to add some additional food types to the Ant Picnic
experiment. They are really interested in how ants like potato chips and bananas. What do I tell
them?
I tell them to just take two extra index cards and add the two additional food types to the
experiment
I look up the extension activities section and tell my students that they can set up the additional
food types as a completely separate experiment
I tell them that's not possible

⃞
⃞
⃞

16. SCENARIO: One group returns to their Ant Picnic experiment just to realize that all the cookie
crumbles are gone and some of the cotton balls are missing too. In the distance they see a raccoon
who's the likely culprit. The students are very upset and want to know what they should do now. I tell
them:
Just leave everything as it is  the experiment is ruined
Follow the experiment procedure, but make a note on their data sheet so when the data is entered,
this information can be included
Collect all index cards into a single bag

⃞
⃞
⃞

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tC3C-TXnNqD0xuqs8O6e_-YX_XX8NaBtYIWmAAcBtts/editDISCOVER
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Ant Picnic: Teacher Quiz - Answer Key
1.

How many experiments do I plan to set up with my students? How many groups will I put students in?
✓ All answers are correct. You can decide what works best for your classroom.

2.

Do I have all ingredients ready to make an Ant Picnic? Select all that apply.
✓ All answers are correct. Make sure you have ALL these ingredients ready!

3.

Select all that apply when mixing these 3 solutions: amino acids in water, salt water, sugar water.
✓ Amino acids won't dissolve in water, creating a murky liquid  needs stirring when adding cotton balls
✓ Sugar won't dissolve in cold water; the solution needs to be heated up
✓ Salt will dissolve in cold water

4.

Which statements are true about the cookie bait? Select all that apply.
✓ Students need to crumble up 1/4 of a cookie on the index card
✓ The cookie bait does NOT need a cotton ball

5.

What am I doing with students during the 1 hour wait period while the experiment is set up outside?
✓ All answers are correct. You can decide what works best for your classroom.

6.

Where will I allow students to set up their experiments?
✓ All answers are correct. You can decide what works best for your classroom.

7.

What does each group have to have available BEFORE they go out to set up their experiment? Select all that apply.
✓ All answers are correct. Make sure you have ALL these items ready!

8.

What does each group have to have available when they RETURN to their experiment site after 1 hour? Select all that apply.
✓ All answers are correct. Make sure you have ALL these items ready!

9.

What is the pre-collection count?
✓ After 1 hour, students count the number of ants they see at the baits BEFORE picking them up

10. Why is the pre-collection count important?
✓ It ensures that any ants that might run when cards are picked up are counted
11. How many times does each group need to count the ants in their bags?
✓ Three times, then calculate the average of the three totals and record it as the final count
12. SCENARIO: Students have collected their zip lock bags and entered their ant counts on the data sheets. What now?
✓ I will collect data sheets from students and enter the data online myself
✓ I will explain the form to students and will let them complete it in their groups, with extensive supervision to ensure they
enter the data correctly
✓ I will collect data sheets from students and ask someone else (e.g., an adult volunteer) to enter the data
13. SCENARIO: Students return to their experiment and don't see any ants. They ask me what they should do. I tell them:
✓ Follow all the steps exactly, as if you saw ants. Some ants might hide underneath the cards.
14. SCENARIO: Right after students collect their zip lock bags, the class period ends and students need to leave. What do I do
with the bags they collected?
✓ Freeze the bags overnight and count the ants during the next class period
15. SCENARIO: A group of students would like to add some additional food types to the Ant Picnic experiment. They are really
interested in how ants like potato chips and bananas. What do I tell them?
✓ I look up the extension activities section and tell my students that they can set up the additional food types as a
completely separate experiment
16. SCENARIO: One group returns to their Ant Picnic experiment just to realize that all the cookie crumbles are gone and some
of the cotton balls are missing too. In the distance they see a raccoon who's the likely culprit. The students are very upset
and want to know what they should do now. I tell them:
✓ Follow the experiment procedure, but make a note on their data sheet so when the data is entered, this information can
be included
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iDr6oEIF0K8SAOhEtqWC8eBzOGNIYYeLUuX8d98GkG8/editDISCOVER
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Ant Picnic: Student Quiz Available online!
1. How many food types are we testing in the Ant Picnic experiment?
1
3
5
6

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

2. Which of the following is NOT a food type we are testing as part of the Ant Picnic
experiment?
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Potato Chips

⃞

⃞

⃞ Amino Acids

⃞

Salt

⃞ Sugar

⃞

Pecan Sandies Cookie

3. How many index cards do you need to label?
1
3
5
6

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

Student Quiz | Page 1 of 3
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4. What information needs to be written on EACH index card? Select all that apply.
Group Name
Date
My Favorite Color
One Food Type
All Food Types

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

5. Which one of these index cards is ready to go?

⃞

⃞

⃞

⃞

⃞

⃞

6. What do you need to have available BEFORE you go out to set up your experiment? Select
all that apply.
Student Data Sheet for recording start time, weather, and location data from our
experiment site
Access to smartphone or another way to record GPS location of experiment (latitude and
longitude)
6 bait cards, each labeled with date, group name and one of the food types
Pencil
5 cotton balls, each soaked in a bait type and 1/4 of a cookie
Experiment in Progress sign

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

Student Quiz | Page 2 of 3
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7. What do you need to do with the 1/4 piece of cookie when you get to your experiment site?
Leave it whole and place it on the index card
Crumble it up and make sure all crumbs are on the index card
Crumble it up and spread it all over the index card and around it

⃞
⃞
⃞

8. Where are you going to set up your Ant Picnic experiment?
Grassy area
Wooded area
At the base of a tree
Next to an ant nest
On the sidewalk
Wherever my teacher tells me

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

9. What do you need to have available when you RETURN to your experiment site after 1 hour?
Select all that apply.
Access to a camera or camera phone to take a picture of the experiment BEFORE picking
it up
6 zip lock bags
Student Data Sheet for recording end time & doing precollection count
Pencil

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

10. When you return to your experiment site after 1 hour, which is the CORRECT way to record
your data?
A: 1. Take a picture, 2. Precollection count, 3. Collect ants, 4. Record end time
B: 1. Precollection count, 2. Take a picture, 3. Record end time, 4. Collect ants
C: 1. Record end time, 2. Precollection count, 3. Take a picture, 4. Collect ants
D: 1. Take a picture, 2. Collect ants, 3. Record end time, 4. Precollection count

⃞
⃞
⃞
⃞

11. What is the pre-collection count?
During the 1 hour wait, I need to guess the number of ants I expect to find when I return to
the experiment site
After 1 hour, I count the number of ants I see at the baits BEFORE picking them up
AFTER collecting the baits, I eyeball how many ants are in each bag

⃞
⃞
⃞

12. Why is the pre-collection count important?
What's the precollection count?
It's not  I won't do it!
It ensures that any ants that might run when cards are picked up are counted

⃞
⃞
⃞

13. After returning to the classroom, how many times do you need to count the ants in each
bag?
Once and record this number as the final count
Twice and record both numbers as the final count
Three times, then calculate the average of the three totals and record it as the final count

⃞
⃞
⃞

Student Quiz | Page 3 of 3
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Ant Picnic: Student Quiz - Answer Key
1. How many food types are we testing in the Ant Picnic experiment?
1
3
5
✓ 6

⃞
⃞
⃞

2. Which of the following is NOT a food type we are testing as part of the Ant Picnic experiment?
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
✓ Potato Chips
Amino Acids
Salt
Sugar
Pecan Sandies Cookie

⃞
⃞
⃞

⃞
⃞

3. How many index cards do you need to label?
1
3
5
✓ 6

⃞
⃞
⃞

4. What information needs to be written on EACH index card? Select all that apply.
✓ Group Name
✓ Date
My Favorite Color
✓ One Food Type
All Food Types

⃞
⃞

5. Which one of these index cards is ready to go?

⃞

⃞

⃞

⃞

✓

⃞

6. What do you need to have available BEFORE you go out to set up your experiment? Select all that
apply.
✓ Student Data Sheet for recording start time, weather, and location data from our experiment site
✓ Access to smartphone or another way to record GPS location of experiment (latitude and longitude)
✓ 6 bait cards, each labeled with date, group name and one of the food types
✓ Pencil
✓ 5 cotton balls, each soaked in a bait type and 1/4 of a cookie
✓ Experiment in Progress sign
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zLdXoRnVHU4fxgB7lPMW-133OlCM8jD9z3B9lrudLfA/edit DISCOVER
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7. What do you need to do with the 1/4 piece of cookie when you get to your experiment site?
Leave it whole and place it on the index card
✓ Crumble it up and make sure all crumbs are on the index card
Crumble it up and spread it all over the index card and around it

⃞
⃞

8. Where are you going to set up your Ant Picnic experiment?
✓ Grassy area
✓ Wooded area
✓ At the base of a tree
✓ Next to an ant nest
✓ On the sidewalk
✓ Wherever my teacher tells me
9. What do you need to have available when you RETURN to your experiment site after 1 hour? Select
all that apply.
✓ Access to a camera or camera phone to take a picture of the experiment BEFORE picking it up
✓ 6 zip lock bags
✓ Student Data Sheet for recording end time & doing precollection count
✓ Pencil
10. When you return to your experiment site after 1 hour, which is the CORRECT way to record your
data?
A: 1. Take a picture, 2. Precollection count, 3. Collect ants, 4. Record end time
B: 1. Precollection count, 2. Take a picture, 3. Record end time, 4. Collect ants
✓ C: 1. Record end time, 2. Precollection count, 3. Take a picture, 4. Collect ants
D: 1. Take a picture, 2. Collect ants, 3. Record end time, 4. Precollection count

⃞
⃞
⃞

11. What is the pre-collection count?
During the 1 hour wait, I need to guess the number of ants I expect to find when I return to the
experiment site
✓ After 1 hour, I count the number of ants I see at the baits BEFORE picking them up
AFTER collecting the baits, I eyeball how many ants are in each bag

⃞
⃞

12. Why is the pre-collection count important?
What's the precollection count?
It's not  I won't do it!
✓ It ensures that any ants that might run when cards are picked up are counted

⃞
⃞

13. After returning to the classroom, how many times do you need to count the ants in each bag?
Once and record this number as the final count
Twice and record both numbers as the final count
✓ Three times, then calculate the average of the three totals and record it as the final count

⃞
⃞
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Ant Picnic: Student Data Sheet K-1
Name:_________________________________

Date: ______________________

Start Time: ____________________

End Time: _____________________

WEATHER:

◻

◻

◻

Temperature outside: _________°C

Student Data Sheet K-1 | Page 1 of 2
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ANT BAIT DATA
Bait type

Number of ants

Ranking

Amino Acids

Cookie

Olive Oil

Salt

Sugar

Water

Rank the baits using numbers 1  6. 1 is the most popular.
Why do you think the ants preferred the topranked food?

Student Data Sheet K-1 | Page 2 of 2
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Ant Picnic: Student Activity Sheet K-1
Name:_________________________________
Objective:
In order to see what ants in our area prefer to eat, we will set out six
bait types for them to choose from:
● Amino Acids
● Cookie (Pecan Sandies)
● Extra Virgin Olive Oil
● Salt
● Sugar
● Water
Prediction:
Which bait will the ants prefer? Give a reason for your prediction.

I predict __________________________________
__________________________________________
because ___________________________________
__________________________________________.
I wonder __________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________.
Student Activity Sheet K1 | Page 1 of 1
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Ant Picnic: Student Data Sheet
Name:_________________________________

Date: _______________________

Start Time: ____________________
End Time: _____________________

WEATHER:

◻

◻

◻

Temperature outside: _________°C

DATA:

Before you pick up the card, how many ants are on each bait? Record the number below under “Before”.
After you pick up the card, how many ants are on each bait? Record the number below under “Final”.

Cookie:

Before

Final

Sugar:

Before

Final

Water:

Before

Final

Amino
Acids:

Before

Final

Student Data Sheet K5 | Page 1 of 1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imu55IRMZ8tXz9RlJ1CidilxG1Sag92Y5mLyxJK14D8/edit

Salt:

Olive
Oil:

Before

Final

Before

Final
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Ant Picnic: Student Activity Sheet
Name: _________________________________________
Date: __________________________________________

Research Question: Which foods (baits) do ants prefer to eat?
Objective:
In order to see what ants in our area prefer to eat, we will set out six bait types for them to choose from:
● Amino Acids
● Extra Virgin Olive Oil
● Sugar
● Cookie (Pecan Sandies)
● Salt
● Water

Prediction:
Which bait type do you think the ants will prefer? Give a reason for your prediction.
I predict ______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
because _____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Observation: Look at your prediction.
Does your data match your prediction? _____________________________________________________
What is your final answer to the research question? Explain your answer. __________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Did anything surprise you about your experiment?_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Student Activity Sheet K5 | Page 1 of 1
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Ant Picnic: Student Data Sheet
Name: ____________________________________ Date: _____________________________
Start Time: ________________________________ End Time: _________________________
Weather Conditions
Outside temperature (Celsius)
Weather description (circle one)

Sunny

Partly Cloudy

Cloudy

Wind (circle one)

Calm

Light Wind

Windy

Other (please describe)

Site Information  complete this information while you are at the experiment site
Is your site in the shade?

No

Yes

Partially

Is there anything near your site
that may attract ants? (trash cans,
fruit trees, picnic tables, etc.)

Describe the area where you set
up your experiment. (base of a tree,
pavement, grass, etc.)

Latitude of your site
Longitude of your site
Additional Site Information  complete this information when you return to the classroom
Annual mean precipitation (mm)
Distance to the ocean (km)
Elevation (m)
Biome
Other Comments or Observations

Student Data Sheet 612 | Page 1 of 2
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Data Collection
Amino
Acids

Cookie

Olive Oil

Salt

Sugar

Water

Total Ants

Pre-Collection
Count (before you
collect the index card)

Count 1
Count 2
Count 3
Final Number

(Average of 3 counts)

Bait Ranking

Student Data Sheet 612 | Page 2 of 2
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Ant Picnic: Student Activity Sheet
Name: _________________________________ Date: _________________________________
Objective:
In order to see what ants in our area prefer to eat, we will set out six bait types for them to choose from:
● Amino Acids
● Cookie (Pecan Sandies)

● Extra Virgin Olive Oil
● Salt

● Sugar
● Water

Prediction:
Create a prediction as to which food type the ants will prefer. Ex: I believe more ants will like … because ...
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Procedure:
1. Obtain 6 index cards from your teacher. On each index card write Group Number/Name, Date, and the
Individual Bait. Place a checkmark next to the individual bait once you have completed its index card.
□ Amino Acids □ Cookie
□ Olive Oil
□ Salt
□ Sugar
□ Water

2. Before you continue, make sure you have the following available (place a check mark next to each item):

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Ant Picnic Data Sheet (1 per group)
Access to smartphone or other way to record GPS location of experiment (latitude and longitude)
6 bait cards, each labeled with date, group name and one of the bait types
Pencil
5 cotton balls, each soaked in a bait type and a 1/4 piece of cookie
Experiment in Progress sign

3. Follow the teacher’s directions to set up your experiment outside. When you locate your experiment site, place
the baitsoaked cotton balls and crumbled up cookie on each corresponding index card. Your experiment
should look like this:

4. While you are outside fill out the Weather Conditions and Site Information on your Ant Picnic Data Sheet.
5. The experiment must remain outside for at least 1 hour. Answer the following questions while you wait:
What types of food do humans require for a healthy diet? Why is eating a variety of food important?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
What food group includes bread, pasta, and potatoes? Why is this food group important?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Student Activity Sheet 612 | Page 1 of 2
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What types of food provide protein? Why is it important for humans to eat these types of food?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
What types of food contain fat or oil? Why is it important for humans to eat these types of food?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you think ants like the same type of foods as humans? Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
6. After 1 hour, obtain 6 zip lock bags from your teacher and label each with your Group Number/Name, Date,
and the Individual Bait.
7. Before you continue, make sure you have the following available (place a check mark next to each item):
Ant Picnic Data Sheet (1 per group)
Access to a camera or camera phone to take a picture of the experiment BEFORE picking it up
6 zip lock bags, each labeled with date, group name and one of the bait types
Pencil

▢
▢
▢
▢

8. Follow your teacher’s directions for returning to your experiment site.
9. Before taking a photo, count the number of ants on the bait card and record your data on the Ant Picnic Data
Sheet under Pre-Collection Count. If there are more ants than you can count easily, estimate the number.

10. Take a photo of your experiment. The ants at each bait type and your labels for each index card should be
clearly visible. You can also take individual pictures of each bait card. (Include bait cards that do not have ants.)
11. Quickly place each index card including the cotton ball and any ants into the correct bag.
12. Once the ants have been collected, bring the bags into the classroom. The ants will then be counted.
13. For each bait type, count the number of ants and record it on the Ant Picnic Data Sheet under Count 1.
14. Have 2 other people count each bait and record it on the Ant Picnic Data Sheet under Count 2 and Count 3.
15. Average the three counts for the most accurate data and record it on the Ant Picnic Data Sheet under Final
Number. Round to the nearest whole ant.
Conclusions
1. Rank and record the bait stations from 16. (1 is the most popular and 6 is the least popular.)
2. Answer the following question:
Why do you think the ants preferred the topranked food choice at your experiment site?
______________________________________________________________________________________

Student Activity Sheet 612 | Page 2 of 2
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Ant Picnic: Extension Activities
Test More Food Types
If you would like to compare other food types in addition to the standard Ant Picnic baits, you can do that in a
separate experiment. Please set this up on a different day or in an area at least 50 yards away from your
regular Ant Picnic experiment site. If you would like to share the data from your own unique experiment, please
enter it in the comments section when you submit your Ant Picnic data. We would love to hear what kinds of
food you tried and how the ants liked it!

Compare Green & Paved Sites
1. Set up your Ant Picnic experiment in both a green location (grassy or woody) and a paved location
(sidewalk or parking lot) at the same time.
2. Record each site as a separate experiment following the Ant Picnic protocol.
3. When you are done, you can compare the number of ants that arrived at these different site types as well
as the food preferences of the ants. This adds an extra level to the experiment, which will challenge more
advanced students. When you submit the data, treat each of the two sites as an individual
experiment.

Working with Data / Data Analysis
Ant Picnic data can be explored by students of all ages. Review Data Discovery: Activity Overview for
various options that are adjusted for different grade levels. It includes a basic data exploration and discussion
recommended for grade levels K8. More advanced students can try their hand at analyzing data using an
interactive online platform called CODAP through Extension with CODAP  Ant Picnic Data Analysis.

Ant Identiﬁcation
Using the iNaturalist app and a dichotomous key, students can identify which ant species were collected during
their Ant Picnic experiment. By taking pictures of their ants and uploading them to iNaturalist, students
participate in a real science project to find out which species are being collected around the world with the Ant
Picnic experiment. More information is available under the Ant Picnic ID Activity.

Explore Phylogenetic Trees or Dichotomous Keys
In the Tree of Life Activity students attempt to classify a few selected organisms into groups and explore a
real phylogenetic tree of life. In the Ant ID Activity students learn how to use dichotomous keys to identify ant
species. Both activities can be found at discoverants.com/educational-resources.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tLﬂJJBW5UgSktw5ub0mtwzNAGh5fWC1VUV8ajeVk-U/edit
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Ant Picnic ID Activity
ABOUT THIS ACTIVITY
Are you curious which species you collected with your Ant Picnic experiment?
There are about 15,000 ant species in the world. That is almost three times more than all the mammal
species combined! All of these ant species are categorized into different groups to make it easier to
identify and study them. These groups are subfamilies, families, genera and species. To tell them apart,
we mostly rely on morphological characters (i.e., how they look), but scientists also take into account
their genetic code, their behavior, where they live, and sometimes even how they smell!
In this activity students learn how to use a dichotomous key to identify ant species using the same traits
scientists use to identify ants. By taking pictures of their ants and uploading them to iNaturalist, students
participate in a real science project to find out which species are being collected around the world with
the Ant Picnic experiment.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏ Smartphone or iPad/tablet
❏ 15x clipon macro lens (approx. $15 on amazon.com or similar sites)
❏ Ant Identification Key (available in Appendix or on discoverants.com)

DIRECTIONS:
iPhone/iPad
1. Download iNaturalist app on iTunes.
2. Create a username.
3. Click More, then projects, then search ANT
PICNIC ID, and click Join.
4. Go back to the main screen.
5. Click Observe
a. Take a photo of the entire ant.
b. Try to take additional photos (details or
different angles). You can take up to five
photos.
c. Identify the species to the best of your ability.
d. At the bottom of each observation assign it to
the Ant Picnic ID project.
6. Use the Ant Identification Key to identify the
ants yourself.

Android
1. Download iNaturalist app on Google Play Store.
2. Create a username.
3. Click the three lines on the left side of the screen,
then projects, then search ANT PICNIC ID, and
click Join.
4. Go back to the main screen.
5. Click Observe
a. Take a photo of the entire ant.
b. Try to take additional photos (details or
different angles). You can take up to five
photos.
c. Identify the species to the best of your ability.
d. At the bottom of each observation assign it to
the Ant Picnic ID project.
6. Use the Ant Identification Key to identify the
ants yourself.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ff5ubXIUQ06JacJn1gFxwDLb1cXUc7e1jw32_2qogWI/edit
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Data Discovery: Activity Overview
ABOUT THIS ACTIVITY
Scientists always collect and record data when they conduct experiments. In science classes, students
also have to collect and record data to answer research questions. However, unlike scientists, students
often believe that data are selfevident. This belief can lead students to focus on numbers as answers
without making connections to the real world. In science, data alone are not enough to answer realworld
research questions. Instead data need to be turned into evidence. To do so, scientists need to analyze
and interpret data by organizing it and looking for patterns related to research questions. For instance, if
a research question asked whether squirrels hide more nuts on a cold day or a warm day, scientists must
add up the nuts hidden per day, calculate an average of the nuts per day and compare the average
number of nuts collected on a cold day to the average on a warm day. Simply knowing the total amount
of nuts will not provide the evidence needed to answer the research question.
In this activity students can try their hand at analyzing data. To do so, they will use the data they
collected in the Ant Picnic experiment. This activity cannot be done unless Ant Picnic has been
completed and students have their Ant Picnic data available.
Students can manipulate data using Google Sheets or graphing paper depending on grade level and/or
availability of technology. This is suited for students grades K12. See instructions below.
There is an opportunity for extension for high school and more advanced middle school students using
CODAP (Common Online Data Analysis Platform), an interactive online platform that allows advanced
manipulation of Ant Picnic data. In CODAP, students can explore an existing global dataset collected by
scientists and add their own Ant Picnic data for comparison. CODAP allows students to create and
analyze tables and graphs and draw conclusions to answer their own research questions. See
Extension with CODAP  Teacher Instructions for more details.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
Grades K-5
❏ Data Discovery Student
Activity Sheet
❏ Completed Ant Picnic
Student Data Sheets
❏ Pencil
❏ Crayons, Colored
Pencils, or Markers

Grades 6-8
❏ Data Discovery Student
Activity Sheet
❏ Completed Ant Picnic
Student Data Sheets
❏ Pencil
WITH TECHNOLOGY:
❏ Computer with Internet
Connection
WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY:
❏ Graph Paper
❏ Crayons, Colored
Pencils, or Markers

Grades 9-12
❏ Data Discovery Student
Activity Sheet OR Ant
Picnic Data Analysis 
Extension with CODAP
Student Activity Sheet
❏ Completed Ant Picnic
Student Data Sheets
❏ Pencil
WITH TECHNOLOGY:
❏ Computer with Internet
Connection
❏ Sticky Notes (CODAP)
WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY:
❏ Graph Paper
❏ Crayons, Colored
Pencils, or Markers
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DIRECTIONS
1. Watch the introductory video “Ant Picnic Data Analysis and CODAP”
(go.ncsu.edu/datadiscoverywelcome) with your students. The video mentions the CODAP online
platform although you may not use this platform for your grade level. If you do NOT plan to do the
CODAP Extension, you can use the video as an introduction to the idea that scientists use a variety of
tools to analyze and visualize data.
2. Carefully review the materials available and choose which activities suit your classroom best.
3. Gather the materials needed according to your grade level and follow the corresponding teacher
instructions.

HELPFUL HINTS
● Grades K5: It is best to have a maximum number of three experimental sites (i.e., student groups)
for completing the Student Activity Sheet.
● Grades 612: Students can share their completed work in Google Sheets with you. This will
eliminate printing and allow you to give feedback easily.
Extension with CODAP:
● Computers with large screens will work better. They will eliminate excessive scrolling!
● Please note that the CODAP website may load slowly depending on the speed of your computer
and internet connection. If any section of the main interface appears blank, reload or reopen the
page.

ABOUT THE SCIENTISTS
Dr. Magdalena Sorger is a postdoctoral researcher at the North Carolina
Museum of Natural Sciences and North Carolina State University. She’s
an evolutionary ecologist interested in the diversity, distribution, and
behavior of ants and other insects. More information is available on her
website theantlife.com.
Kristin Bedell is a doctoral candidate at the University of North Carolina
School of Education. She is interested in how students make sense of
their worlds through science.
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Data Discovery: Frequently Asked Questions
If my students didn’t get any ants at their Ant Picnic experiment, how do I explain the
difference between zeros and no data?
Frequently, students will say that they have nothing to record because there were no ants at their Ant Picnic
experiment. This can provide a good teaching moment to help students to distinguish between “zero” and “no data.”
One approach to help students think about this difference is to have them imagine a scenario where two groups of
students set out baits. After an hour, both groups went back outside to collect the ants. Group A discovered that
some crows had taken the cookies from the index cards. The index cards for Group B still had the cookies, but there
were no ants. In the first case, Group A has no data for cookie because they were unable to complete the
experiment, whereas Group B collected zero ants for the cookie bait.
If students are having difficulty thinking about ants, another way to help students think about the difference between
“zero” and “no data” is to personalize the scenario by asking them to imagine two students who have a science quiz.
Student A is at home sick and doesn’t take the quiz, so Student A has “no data.” Student B took the quiz, but missed
every question, so Student B has a score of “zero.” You even could provide a fake “grade book” and have students
calculate the averages for Student A and Student B.
To assess students’ understanding, have them generate their own scenarios for zero versus no data and describe the
consequences of each. This could be a great warmup or ticket out the door.

We ran the Ant Picnic experiment as one big group and are not able to compare different sites –
can we still work with the data?
Yes, you can still work with the data. Instead of comparing the data across sites, you can compare the data across
different bait types.

How do students share documents?
When students are using Google applications, a blue Share button will appear in the upper right hand corner of the
screen. Click on the button and type in the addresses of the people with whom they would like to share their
documents.

Should my students work with the Pre-Collection Count or the Final Count?
For either Data Discovery with or without CODAP you should always use the final ant count.

My students are still working, but class is over – will they lose all of their work?
If students are working in Google Sheets, their work will be saved automatically. Students who are working with
CODAP can save their CODAP files to Google Drive. (also see Question: How do students save their work in
CODAP?)

CODAP is too advanced for my students – what can I do?
No problem! Just use the Data Discovery Student Activity Sheets (with or without technology). Please review Data
Discovery  Activity Overview.

How do students save their work in CODAP?
On the CODAP website click the menu icon in the top left corner
, select “Save.” You will have the option to log
into Google Drive with your credentials and save it to your Google Drive.
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CODAP is not loading – what can I do?
CODAP might be slow due to your computer speed and internet connection. If the site is not loading, try refreshing
the screen to reload the site.
If you are waiting for CODAP to respond after you have manipulated the data in some way, such as reorganizing a
data table, be patient. Sometimes it takes a while for CODAP to complete the behindthescenes calculations and
adjust the visualizations appropriately.

My students messed up something in CODAP and they can’t get it back – how do we fix it?
You can undo moves by clicking UNDO in the top right corner of the CODAP screen. Alternatively, CTRLZ (PC) or
CommandZ (Mac) will work as well to undo moves. If neither of these work, you can just reload the page  but note,
this will reset the page to the start page if you didn’t save your CODAP file on Google Drive. (also see Question: How
do students save their work in CODAP?)

How do I enter our own Ant Picnic data in CODAP?
CODAP can import .csv files. Directions for creating and importing a .csv file with the original Ant Picnic data and
your local Ant Picnic data can be found in Part 4 of Extension with CODAP  Teacher Instructions. Make sure that
the column headings you use with your data exactly match the columns in the global data set, otherwise your data
will not load correctly.

I have a question that I don’t see listed here – what can I do?
Contact us at go.ncsu.edu/datadiscoveryquestions and we will do our best to help you.
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Data Discovery: Teacher Instructions
HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏ Completed Ant Picnic Student Data Sheet  This activity cannot be done unless Ant Picnic has been
completed and students have their Ant Picnic data available!

❏ Data Discovery Student Activity Sheet (Grade Levels K5)
❏ Crayons, Markers, or Colored Pencils
❏ Whiteboard

DIRECTIONS
1. Make sure you have data from at least two different Ant Picnic experiment sites (= groups) to use
for comparison in this activity. The Student Activity Sheet provides room for comparing three
different groups.
2. Give each student the Data Discovery: Student Activity Sheet (Grade Levels K5).
3. Discuss with the students how they are going to compare different sites. Explain to the students
that each of their groups represents a different experiment site. Ask students the following
questions: Do you think different sites will have different numbers of ants? Why or why
not?
4. Draw the Data Chart from the Student Activity Sheet on the whiteboard and fill in the group
names. Direct students to copy the group names onto their Student Activity Sheet.
5. Students should transfer the data from their completed Ant Picnic: Student Data Sheet onto the
whiteboard for all students to see.
6. Once each group has put their data on the whiteboard, ask students to copy the information onto
their Student Activity Sheet.
7. Students will now visualize the data by creating a bar graph.The amount of assistance needed for
the bar graph may vary. This provides an opportunity for differentiation among students for
assessment.
8. Once each student has completed their graph, ask students which data representation is more
easy to understand: the data chart (= the numbers) or the bar graph (= the visualization)?
9. Questions 13 on the Student Activity Sheet can be completed as a class or independently.
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Data Discovery: Student Activity Sheet
Name: _________________________________

Date: __________________________

Fill in the number of ants for each bait type for up to three different groups (= experiment sites):

Data Chart

Group Names (Experiment Sites)
Bait Type

TOTAL

Amino Acids

Cookie

Olive Oil

Salt

Sugar

Water

Questions:
1. Did the ants prefer the same bait at each experiment site? Why or why not?_______________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. Were there any baits that were very different from the others? Why do you think this occured?________
___________________________________________________________________________________
3. Do you think you would get the same results if you did this experiment at a different time of the year?
Explain. ____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Student Activity Sheet K-5 | 1 of 2
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BAR GRAPH
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Amino Acids

Cookie

Olive Oil

Salt

Sugar

Water

Bait Types
Student Activity Sheet K5 | Page 2 of 2
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Data Discovery: Teacher Instructions
HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏ Completed Ant Picnic Student Data Sheet  This activity cannot be done unless Ant Picnic has been
completed and students have their Ant Picnic data available!

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Data Discovery Student Activity Sheet (Grade Levels 612)
Crayons, Markers, or Colored Pencils  without technology
Graph Paper  without technology
Computer or iPad/tablet  with technology
Whiteboard

DIRECTIONS
1. Make sure you have data from at least two different Ant Picnic experiment sites (= groups) to use for
comparison in this activity. The Student Activity Sheet provides room for comparing eight different
groups.
2. Give each student the Data Discovery: Student Activity Sheet (Grade Levels 612).
3. Discuss with the students that they are going to compare different sites. Explain to students that
each group represents a different site. Ask students the following questions: Do you think the sites
will have different numbers of ants? Why or why not?
4. Draw both the Final Ant Picnic Data Chart 1 and Chart 2 on the whiteboard.
5. Students should transfer the data from their completed Ant Picnic: Student Data Sheet onto the
whiteboard for all students to see.
6. Once each group has transferred their data onto the whiteboard, ask students to copy the
information on their Student Activity Sheets.
...WITH TECHNOLOGY

...WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY

7. Make sure each student has a computer or
iPad/tablet with access to Google Sheets.

7. Pass out a piece of graph paper to each
student.

8. Students will now visualize the data by
creating a bar graph. Students should follow
the directions on their Student Activity Sheet.

8. Students will now visualize the data by
creating a bar graph. Students should follow
the directions on their Student Activity Sheet.
The amount of assistance needed for the bar
graph may vary. This provides an opportunity
for differentiation among students.

9. You may discuss Questions 17 on the Student
Activity Sheet as a class or have students work
independently.

9. You may discuss Questions 17 on the
Student Activity Sheet as a class or have
students work independently.
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Data Discovery: Student Activity Sheet
Name: _________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Objective:
After completing the Ant Picnic experiment we will now compare the results (= data) across different groups (=
sites).
Directions:
1. Transfer the data from your completed Ant Picnic: Student Data Sheet onto the whiteboard for all students
to see.
2. Fill in Chart 1 with the final ant data from each group.
3. Create a graph using the data from Chart 1
...WITH TECHNOLOGY:
a. Open Google Sheets
b. Copy Chart 1 exactly into Google Sheets
c. Highlight all of the data, including the titles
d. Click “Insert” and then click “Chart”
e. A chart will now appear along with a chart editor
f. Click on the chart editor and click on “Data”
g. The chart type should be a column chart
h. The following should be checked:
▢ Switch rows/columns
▢ Use column A as headers
▢ Use row 1 as labels
i. Click “Customize” at the top of the chart editor tab
j. Click “Chart & axis titles”
k. Give the chart an appropriate title and and label the axes correctly
l. Share the graph with your teacher
...WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY (hard copy):
a. Use graph paper provided by your teacher to create a bar graph.
b. Create a key for the graph.
c. Give the graph an appropriate title and label the axes correctly.
4.

Fill in Chart 2 with each group’s site information.

Questions:
Use your graph and Chart 2 to answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1. Why do you think a bar graph was used to show the data? Is it better than a line graph or a pie chart?
Explain. ___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Student Activity Sheet 612 | Page 1 of 3
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2. Which group (=site) had the greatest total number of ants? Why do you think this occurred?_________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. Which bait had the greatest number of ants collectively? Why do you think this occurred?___________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. In what ways could the location of the experiment have influenced the data? _____________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. If the experiment was done at a different time of the year, do you think the data would be the same or
might it be different? Explain. __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. Was there anything about the data that surprised you? Explain. _______________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. Based on your data, what is an additional research question you would like to investigate? How would
you design an experiment to answer your question? ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Student Activity Sheet 612 | Page 2 of 3
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Final Ant Picnic Data

CHART 1
Group

Amino
Acids

Cookie

Olive Oil

Salt

Sugar

Water

Total
Number
of Ants

TOTAL

CHART 2
Group

Student Activity Sheet 612 | Page 3 of 3

Is your site in the
shade?

Is there anything near
your site that may
attract ants?

Describe the area where
you set up your
experiment.
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Ant Picnic Data Analysis - Extension with CODAP
Teacher Instructions
EXTENSION OVERVIEW
This extension is designed to help students draw defensible conclusions from data by noticing relationships
among variables. In particular, using “storytelling” as a model can help students focus less on numbers as
answers and more on data as evidence to support certain explanations.
First, students are challenged to explore and visually represent the local Ant Picnic data they collected in their
own experiments (Part 1.1). Next, they use the CODAP online tool to explore a global Ant Picnic dataset (Part
1.2). In the final section of Part 1, students use the idea of “data stories” to practice drawing conclusions from
data (Part 1.3). In Parts 24, students will learn how to use the global Ant Picnic dataset to answer research
questions (Part 2) and finally, they will even learn how to ask their own research questions, both using the
global Ant Picnic dataset (Part 3) and comparing their local Ant Picnic data to the global dataset (Part 4).
Please carefully review what you need for each part and the directions below. Completing this activity may take
several class periods, and you may also consider collaborating with a math teacher.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏ Computer or Tablet with Internet Connection (per pair of students)
❏ Completed Ant Picnic Student Data Sheet  This activity cannot be done unless Ant Picnic has been completed and
students have their Ant Picnic data available!

❏ Ant Picnic Data Analysis  Extension with CODAP Student Activity Sheet (one per student)

Part 1: Reading Data
❏
❏
❏
❏

Sticky Notes (one pack per group)
Graph Paper & Rulers
Crayons, Markers, or Colored Pencils
Classroom Data Record Google Spreadsheet (go.ncsu.edu/dataanalysis)
- To use the Spreadsheet, make a copy and save it to your Google Drive
- Do not change the headings or you may not be able to use it to upload the data
- Share your copy with students and make sure they have rights to edit
- Students should put their group name under “Site ID” and the school name under “Contributor”
❏ CODAP link: go.ncsu.edu/learncodap
❏ “Reading Data Stories” minilesson (go.ncsu.edu/datastories)
❏ Introductory video “Ant Picnic Data Analysis and CODAP” (go.ncsu.edu/datadiscoverywelcome)

Part 2: Using Data to Answer Research Questions

❏ CODAP link: go.ncsu.edu/learncodap2
❏ Ant Picnic Data Analysis Student Activity Sheet ANSWER KEY  optional but helpful
❏ Sticky Notes (one pack per group)  optional

Part 3: Asking Our Own Research Questions
❏ CODAP link: go.ncsu.edu/learncodap3

Part 4: Comparing Our Ant Picnic Data Globally

❏ CODAP link: go.ncsu.edu/learncodap3
❏ Full Ant Picnic Data for CODAP Google Spreadsheet for entering own Ant Picnic data
(go.ncsu.edu/fulldataantpicnic) - The document is view only. Please make a copy!

DISCOVER
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DIRECTIONS
Make sure you have done the Ant Picnic experiment with your students before starting this activity and every
student has a completed Ant Picnic Student Data Sheet in front of them.

Part 1: Reading Data

1. Part 1.1. Give each student an Ant Picnic Data Analysis - Extension with CODAP Student Activity Sheet.
2. Ask students to look at the Data collection table on their completed Ant Picnic Student Data Sheet. Ask
students why they think the protocol called for the average (or mean) of 3 counts (see Discussion
Questions (1)). The goal is to help students articulate that measurements have error and the mean is one
way to account for error. Ask students what factors might have affected their Ant Picnic results.
3. Optional: Give each group of students a pack of sticky notes. Have students brainstorm what factors might
have affected their Ant Picnic results. For 5 minutes, group members work silently to complete as many sticky
notes as possible, one idea per sticky note. This way, everyone is ready for discussion.
4. Give each group graph paper and crayons, markers, or colored pencils. Tell students they will have ten
minutes to design a representation (“way to show their data”). Each group will design one representation for
the data they collected. After ten minutes hang all representations together in the front of the classroom.
5. Provide a few minutes for students to carefully observe the different representations. Then ask them to
describe what they notice. Possible discussion questions (see Discussion Questions (2)) are:
a. Which representations seem particularly effective at communicating the group’s results and why?
b. Are there any patterns or trends that you notice across the data from different groups?
c. What environmental factors might explain differences or similarities across our class data?
6. Ask students to open Google Spreadsheets on their devices and navigate to the copy of the Classroom Data
Record Google Spreadsheet (go.ncsu.edu/dataanalysis) that you made and shared with them to enter
their Ant Picnic data. If possible, project the spreadsheet for the entire class to see.
a. Make sure students do not change the column headings.
b. Students should enter their group name for “Site ID” and the school name for “Contributor.”
7. Push students to be specific in their answers and to elaborate on their ideas during discussion. For example,
if a student says “sunlight” as a possible environmental factor, ask them to explain how it might affect ant food
preference. Then ask students to think about their own experiment and whether that made a difference.
8. Part 1.2. Explain to students that they will learn how to use the tools in CODAP so they will be able to better
analyze Ant Picnic data.
9. Share the video of Dr. Sorger introducing the online data platform CODAP
(go.ncsu.edu/datadiscoverywelcome).
10. Pair students and provide an internetconnected computer or tablet to each pair.
11. Have students go to go.ncsu.edu/learncodap and complete questions 2 and 3 on the Student Activity Sheet.
Circulate while students work in pairs.
12. Part 1.3. Share Data Tell Stories MiniLesson (go.ncsu.edu/datastories)
13. Project the completed Classroom Data Record Google Document for the entire class to see.
14. Remind students that data do not provide answers. Instead, data tell stories. Researchers explore their data
to find patterns and connections. They ask questions about the data and what might have impacted their
results. They seek new questions and identify new variables that might be important.
15. Ask students what they notice about the classroom data. Pair students for three minutes to share their ideas
and develop them as a possible data story. Share the data stories with the class.
16. Have students go to go.ncsu.edu/learncodap and complete questions 4, 5, and 6 on the Student Activity
Sheet. Circulate while students work in pairs.
17. Optional: For students’ tickets out the door: Ask students what factors they think might have impacted their
classroom results.

DISCOVER
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DIRECTIONS cont.
Part 2: Using Data to Answer Research Questions

1. Pair students and provide an internetconnected computer or tablet to each pair.
2. Circulate while students complete Part 2 of the Ant Picnic Data Analysis Student Activity Sheet.
3. Keep the Student Activity Sheet KEY handy. The graphics might be useful to help students navigate through
manipulating data in CODAP. The manipulations for Research Question 2 are especially tricky.
4. Optional: Students’ ticket out the door: 5 minutes prior to the end of class, provide each student with a
sticky note. Have them write the answer to “What is a research question you would like to answer using the
Ant Picnic global dataset?” and hand you the sticky note on their way out of the classroom.

Part 3: Asking Our Own Research Questions

1. Optional: Begin by reviewing sample responses from students’ ticket out the door from Part 2.
2. Pair students and provide an internetconnected computer or tablet to each pair.
3. Circulate while students complete Part 3 of the Ant Picnic Data Analysis Student Activity Sheet.
4. Ask students to describe the trends they noticed and the new questions they have after reviewing the work
done by the whole class.
5. Optional: Students’ ticket out the door: Ask students what they think might have impacted their own
results and how they might revise their questions if they were to do it again.

Part 4: Comparing Our Ant Picnic Data Globally

1. Before beginning the lesson create a new CODAP project:
a. Open the Full CODAP dataset from this link: go.ncsu.edu/fulldataantpicnic
b. Go to File → Download As → Commaseparated values (.csv, current sheet)
c. Save the file to your computer
d. Open the Classroom Data Record Google Document for your class
e. Copy the data and paste it into the bottom of the Full CODAP dataset
f. Save it again as a .csv file
g. Go to codap.concord.org and click the button “Try CODAP”
h. Select “Create New Document”
i. Click the three white lines at the top left corner next to the words “Untitled Document”
j. Go to “Import”
k. Click inside the upload dialogue box that appears
l. Upload the .csv file with the full data that now includes your classroom data
m. Click again on the three white lines and choose Share → Get link to shared view
n. Share the link with your students
2. The day of the lesson, ask students to predict whether trends in their local data will be able to predict trends
in the global data, and, if so, for which relationships. Explain that students will be having a “conference” to
discuss how their data compares to the global data. This part may take two class periods: one to analyze
the data and one for the conference.
3. Circulate while pairs are working on their analyses and complete Part 4 of the Ant Picnic Data Analysis
Student Activity Sheet.
4. Upon completing the activity sheet, engage students in discussion using question 8 as a starting point. Push
students to be specific and use the data to back up their claims.
a. You could ask students if there are perhaps multiple factors that work together to impact results.
b. Ask students how they might test their new ideas.

DISCOVER
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Ant Picnic Data Analysis - Extension with CODAP
Student Activity Sheet
Part 1: Reading Data
Part 1.1. Data represent information from the real world. In this part you will learn how to read,
organize, display, and make sense of data.
●

Look at the Data table on your Ant Picnic Data Sheet.

Discussion Questions (1):
➢ Why do you think the protocol called for the average (or mean) of 3 counts?
➢ What factors might have affected your Ant Picnic results?
1. Design a representation (= visual way to display information) for your Ant Picnic data. Follow the directions your
teacher gives you for this task.
●

Observe everyone else’s data representations.

Discussion Questions (2):
➢ Which representations seem particularly effective at communicating the data and why?
➢ Are there any patterns or trends that you notice across the data from different groups?
➢ What environmental factors might explain our class data?
●

Open Google Spreadsheets on your device, navigate to the Classroom Data Record Google
Spreadsheet your teacher shared with you and enter the data from your Ant Picnic Data Sheet.

Part 1.2. Data tables are one way to organize data. The rows in a data table are called “cases.” The
columns in a data table are called “attributes.”
●
●

Go to go.ncsu.edu/learncodap
This table shows Ant Picnic data collected by scientists all around the world. If you scroll down using the bar
on the side of the table, you will see all 1,008 cases. If you can’t see the bar, just start scrolling and it will
appear.

2. What are the different attributes displayed in the table?_______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
●
●

In the Ant Picnic Data Table, click on the column heading Country
and drag it all the way to the
lefthand side of the table. Drop it on the yellow bar labeled drop attribute to create new collection that
appears.
The table is now organized by Country. Click the minus sign
to the right of Brazil. This will collapse all
54 cases that have been recorded for Brazil. You can expand them again by clicking the plus sign
works for each country and is designed to give you a better overview of this large dataset.

Extension Student Activity Sheet | Page 1 of 9
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way?______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Part 1.3. Data alone do not provide answers. Instead, data tell stories. A data story describes a
relationship among two or more variables, and links them back to specific research questions
about big scientific ideas. Data stories can focus on trends (the general direction the data show) or
outliers (individual data points that are very different from the rest). To tell data stories, researchers
explore data to find patterns, connections, and to identify new variables.
●

Observe the projected Ant Picnic classroom data.

Discussion Question:
➢ What kinds of stories can we tell about our Ant Picnic data?
●

Go to go.ncsu.edu/learncodap

●
●
●
●

In CODAP, click the graph icon to add a graph
.
Click on the column heading Country. Drag it to the xaxis of the graph.
Click on the column heading Number_of_Ants. Drag it to the yaxis of the graph.
Click on Bait_Type. Drag it to the middle of the graph on top of the points. You can resize the graph to make
it easier to see.

4. Each point on the graph represents one case. What are three data stories you could tell about this graph?
a.____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
b.___________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
c.____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
The following graphs show “Number of ants by temperature” for two bait types: Amino Acids (left) and Olive Oil
(right). Each point in the graph represents an individual experiment.

Extension Student Activity Sheet | Page 2 of 9
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____ a. The highest recorded number of ants (regardless of temperature) was about the same for amino
acids and olive oil.
____ b. At 19.5 °C, olive oil was the more popular food choice.
____ c. At 10 °C, sugar was more popular than amino acids and olive oil combined.
____ d. At 9.5 °C more ants chose amino acids than olive oil.
6. Use evidence from the graph to explain why you selected your answer(s) for question 4. ____________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Part 2: Using Data to Answer Research Questions
In Part 2 you will help scientists to analyze Ant Picnic data. You will work with a data table that
contains the same data that you encountered in Part 1, but it has been reorganized to answer some
of the research questions below.
●
●
●

Go to go.ncsu.edu/learncodap2
Use the table, the maps, and the graphs the scientist created to answer the questions below.
Look at the Ant Picnic Data Table. Make sure the Country column is on the left side. Click on Brazil under
the Country tab. It should be highlighted in blue. Click the plus sign
to the right of Brazil. Look at the
Bait_Type and TotalAntBaitType columns. You may have to hover your cursor over the column heading to
see the entire name.

1. What was the most popular food choice in Brazil? How do you know? _________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Research Question 1: Which bait type was the most popular worldwide?
●
●
●

To answer this research question, we need to organize the table by Bait_Type. In the Ant Picnic Data
Table, click on the column heading Bait_Type and drag it all the way to the lefthand side of the table. Drop
it on the yellow bar labeled drop attribute to create new collection that appears.
Find the Bait Type Preference Graph. The graph is currently minimized; click the dash (—) to the right of
the title to open up the graph.
Click on TotalAntBaitType on the graph and drag it to the right of Bait_Type in the Ant Picnic Data Table.
You should see a thin bar next to the column heading Bait_Type. Drop it when you see the bar. The thin bar
is very hard to see; don’t drop it when you see the wide yellow bar you encountered before! You might
have to try a few times to get this right. If you did it correctly, you should see both the Bait_Type and the
TotalAntBaitType columns next to each other in the Bait_Types1 collection.

Extension Student Activity Sheet | Page 3 of 9
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graph should now look like this:

2. According to the graph, which bait type was the most popular among ants worldwide? __________________
3. According to the graph, which bait type was the least popular among ants worldwide? __________________

Research Question 2: Which bait type was the most popular in the Woodland/Shrubland biome?
●

●

In the Bait Type Preference Graph, click on Biome on the graph and drag it all the way to the lefthand
side of the Ant Picnic Data Table. Drop it on the yellow bar labeled drop attribute to create new collection
that appears.
In the key of the Bait Type Preference Graph, click the little blue box that says Woodland/Shrubland
. Click the eyeball

next to the graph. Click Hide Unselected Cases.

Your Bait Type Preference
graph should now look like this:

4. According to the graph, which bait type was most popular in Woodland/Shrubland? __________________
5. How many ants came to the most popular bait type in Woodland/Shrubland?________________________

Extension Student Activity Sheet | Page 4 of 9
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Research Question 3: How do ant food preferences differ between Finland and Guatemala?
The Ant Picnic Data Table is currently set up to answer questions about bait type. Research Question 3 is about ant
food preferences in two different countries so we will need to reorganize the table.
●

In the Ant Picnic Data Table click the column heading Country and drag it all the way to the lefthand side
of the table. Drop it on the yellow bar labeled drop attribute to create new collection that appears.

●
●
●

Click the Graph
button at the top of the screen to create a new graph.
In the Ant Picnic Data Table, click on the column heading Bait Type and drag to the x-axis on the graph.
In the Ant Picnic Data Table, click on the column heading TotalAntBaitType and drag to the y-axis on the
graph.
In the Ant Picnic Data Table, click on the column heading Country and drag to the middle of the graph.

●
●

In the key below the graph, select the little yellow box that says Finland
next to the graph. Click Hide Unselected Cases.

●

Repeat these steps to make a second graph for Guatemala

. Click the eyeball
.

Your graphs should look like this:

6. What was the preferred bait type in Finland? _________________________________________________
7. What was the preferred bait type in Guatemala? _______________________________________________
8. Which conclusions are supported by these graphs? Select all that apply:
____ a.
____ b.
____ c.
____ d.

More ants were collected in Guatemala than in Finland.
More ants preferred salt in Guatemala than in Finland.
Guatemalan ants live in a warmer climate than ants in Finland.
Sugar was preferred more in Finland than in Guatemala.

9. Use evidence from the graph to explain why you selected your answer(s) to question 8. ___________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Extension Student Activity Sheet | Page 5 of 9
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Part 3: Asking Our Own Research Questions
In this part we will explore our own research questions and answer them with the Ant Picnic data
available in CODAP.
For instance, Dr. Sorger would like to know: What was the most popular bait type in Costa Rica?
To answer this research question Dr. Sorger will create a new graph in CODAP. She will drag Bait_Type to the xaxis
and Number_of_Ants to the yaxis. Then she will categorize the data points by Country (= use color to label the
points in her graph) by dragging the column heading Country to the middle of the graph. Next, she will select Costa
Rica in the key below the graph and click Hide Unselected Cases. The graph now shows all experiments that were
done in Costa Rica (4 total) and how many ants were recorded for each bait type. Dr. Sorger titled her graph Bait
Type Preference in Costa Rica.
Dr. Sorger’s final graph looks like this:

1. According to the graph Dr. Sorger created, what was the most popular bait type in Costa Rica? _____________
2. Now it’s your turn. Create your own research question:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. BEFORE you build a graph in CODAP, explain which variables you will use for the xaxis, the yaxis, and the
categories (= variable used to label the points by dragging it into the middle of your graph).
x-axis: ________________________________________________________________________
y-axis: ________________________________________________________________________
Categories: ___________________________________________________________________
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Open the CODAP link go.ncsu.edu/learncodap3

4. To build a graph, click the graph button
at the top of the screen. Drag and drop the variables using the plan
you made. Draw a sketch or insert a copy of your graph below:

5. Does your graph look like you expected? Why or why not? __________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Using the graph you created, answer your research question in a complete sentence. Make sure to repeat the
question in your answer. _____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Sometimes it takes multiple graphs to answer one question. Which other graphs would you like to create or what
additional data would you like to collect to explain how different factors (such as environmental variables) impact
ant food preferences? Explain your answer. ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Part 4: Comparing Our Ant Picnic Data Globally
In this part we will use CODAP to compare the Ant Picnic data we collected at our school to other
places around the world.
●

Open the CODAP link your teacher provided. You should be able to see your data at the bottom of the Ant
Picnic Data Table. You should see your school name in the “Contributor” column and different group names
under “Site ID.”

1. Create a graph to answer the following research question: What was the most popular food type at our
school?
●
●
●
●
●

Create a new graph in CODAP.
Drag Bait_Type to the xaxis and Number_of_Ants to the yaxis.
Categorize the data points by Contributor by dragging the column heading Contributor to the middle of the
graph.
Select your school name in the key below the graph and click Hide Unselected Cases. The graph now
shows all experiments that were done at your school and how many ants were recorded for each bait type.
Give your graph a title.

Draw a sketch or insert a copy of your graph below:

2. According to your graph, what was the most popular bait type at your school? ___________________________
3. Now it’s your turn. Create your own research question to compare the Ant Picnic data at your school to the
Ant Picnic data from another country, biome, contributor, etc. ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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categories (= variable used to label the points by dragging it into the middle of your graph). Hint: If you want to
look at your own data, you will need to use “Contributor” (school name) or “Site ID” (group name). You may
decide to make more than one graph or hide selected/unselected cases in your main graph.
x-axis: ________________________________________________________________________
y-axis: ________________________________________________________________________
Categories: ____________________________________________________________________
5. To build a graph, click the graph button
at the top of the screen. Drag and drop the variables using the plan
you made. Draw a sketch or insert a copy of your graph below:

6. Does your graph look like you expected? Why or why not? __________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Using the graph you created, answer your research question in a complete sentence. Make sure to repeat the
question in your answer. _____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
8. What other factors do you think might have impacted our classroom Ant Picnic data? Based on your
observations, what other variables do you think should be recorded in the experiment? Explain. _____________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ant Picnic Data Analysis - Extension with CODAP
Student Activity Sheet - Answer Key
Part 1: Reading Data
Part 1.1. Answers to Discussion Questions will vary.
1. Design a representation (= visual way to display information) for your Ant Picnic data.
Answers will vary.

Part 1.2.
2. What are the different attributes displayed in the table?
Site ID, Country, Biome, Bait Type, Number of Ants, etc.

Now the Ant Picnic Data Table should look like this:
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Site ID, Biome, Bait Type, Number of Ants, etc.
For instance, if my research questions are about biomes, then I would organize the table by biome.

Part 1.3. Answers to Discussion Question will vary.
4. Each point on the graph represents one case. What are three things the graph can tell you?
a. Ants did not prefer the same bait type in every country.
b. The number of ants coming to each bait type is different by country.
c. In Costa Rica, there was one instance where 1,139 ants came to an olive oil bait. Each point represents a bait
within an Ant Picnic experiment. When you hover over a point, you can see this information; when you click on a
point, the corresponding row in the Ant Picnic Data table is highlighted.)
5. Which conclusions are supported by these graphs? Select all that apply:
✓ b. At 19.5 °C, olive oil was the more popular food choice.
6. Use evidence from the graph to explain why you selected your answer(s) for question 4.
a. The highest point for amino acids indicates about 270 ants but for olive oil it is 1,500 ants.
b. At 19.5°C about 200 ants were present at one of the olive oil sites and none of the amino acids point at 19.5 °C
came close to that number.
c. The graph doesn’t show any information about sugar.
d. At 9.5 °C close to zero ants chose amino acids but about 100 ants chose olive oil.

Part 2: Using Data to Answer Research Questions
1. What was the most popular food choice in Brazil? How do you know?
Olive Oil shows 2,613 ants, the next closest number is cookie with 650.

Research Question 1: Which bait type was the most popular worldwide?
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Now the Ant Picnic Data Table should look like this:

2. According to the graph, which bait type was the most popular among ants worldwide? Olive Oil (19,149 ants)
3. According to the graph, which bait type was the least popular among ants worldwide? Water (2,203 ants)
Hint: You can see the exact counts when you hover your cursor over the points.
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Research Question 2: Which bait type was the most popular in the Woodland/Shrubland biome?

4. According to the graph, which bait type was most popular in Woodland/Shrubland? Sugar
5. How many ants came to the most popular bait type in Woodland/Shrubland? 2,576 (Hint: You can see the
exact counts when you hover your cursor over the points.)

Research Question 3: How do ant food preferences differ between Finland and Guatemala?
6. What was the preferred bait type in Finland? Sugar
7. What was the preferred bait type in Guatemala? Cookie
8. Which conclusions are supported by these graphs? Select all that apply:

✓
✓

a. More ants were collected in Guatemala than in Finland.
b. More ants preferred salt in Guatemala than in Finland.

9. Use evidence from the graph to explain why you selected your answer(s) to question 8.

a. Guatemala: 1,150; Finland: 454 [click on the individuals points and add total ant numbers]
b. Guatemala: 128; Finland: 8
c. These graphs can be used to compare ant food choices in Finland and Guatemala, but do not contain any
data related to the climate of these two countries. Students may assume that Guatemala has a warmer
climate than Finland, but the data does not allow this conclusion.
d. Guatemala: 47; Finland: 211

Part 3: Asking Our Own Research Questions
1. According to the graph I created, what was the most popular bait type in Costa Rica? Olive Oil

Answers to the rest of Part 3 and Part 4 will vary.
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Spirit Ant: Activity Overview
ABOUT THIS ACTIVITY
There are about 6,000 mammal species in the world. Most of us are familiar with at least several species
of monkeys, bears, wild cats and even whales. But when it comes to insects, diversity within major
groups is less well known. You may be aware that there are many butterflies and a few differentlooking
beetles but when it comes to ants, you might only know about “black ants” and “red ants.”
In reality, insect diversity is enormous. There are more than 1,000,000 insect species currently alive, and
of all these insects (about 15,000) are ant species. This means that there are almost three times as
many ant species as there are mammal species in the world!
In the “Spirit Ant” activity, students have a chance to explore some of this vast ant diversity. Students will
find their “spirit ant” by researching the characteristics of common ant species and comparing their own
personalities to the “personalities”/behaviors of their selected ant. A suite of extensions offer the
opportunity to incorporate a variety of literacybased instruction into your curriculum. Specifically
you will be able to address writing and visual literacy standards.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏ One set of 15 Spirit Ant Cards per student (available in Appendix or at YourSpiritAnt.com)
❏ Find Your Spirit Ant Student Activity Sheet (one per student)
Extension 1:
Me & My Spirit Ant

❏ Student Activity Sheet
❏ Pencils
❏ Markers, Crayons,
Colored Pencils
❏ Poster Board

Extension 2:
Journey Of An Ant

❏ Student Activity Sheet
❏ Pencils
❏ Markers, Crayons,
Colored Pencils
❏ Paper

Extension 3:
Quilt Squares

❏ Student Activity Sheet
❏ Pencils
❏ Markers, Crayons,
Colored Pencils
❏ 8.5” x 8.5” Paper Quilt
Squares
❏ Completed Find Your
Spirit Ant Activity Sheet &
Part 1 of Extension 2

DIRECTIONS
1. Give each student a Find Your Spirit Ant Student Activity Sheet and make
the 15 Spirit Ant Cards available (online or as a hard copy).
2. Have students complete the Find Your Spirit Ant Student Activity Sheet independently.
3. Review the extension activities and choose which ones you’d like to complete with your students.
Follow instructions on each Student Activity sheet. Note that each extension builds on the Find Your
Spirit Ant Activity since students will work with “their” respective spirit ants.
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Spirit Ant: Frequently Asked Questions
How many Spirit Ant card sets do I need for my classroom?
We recommend one set of 15 Spirit Ant Cards for a maximum of 4 students. You can make sets available
digitally or as hard copies.

Do I need to print all the Spirit Ant cards?
No, you may look at the cards online at yourspiritant.com

What if I do not want to use any paper?
No problem! Find Your Spirit Ant and all 3 extensions can be completed digitally, for instance, using Google Apps.
Students may use Google Slides to present their information for Extensions 1 and 2. The short story in Extension 2
can be written in Google Docs. Extension 3 can be done as a digital learning piece.

My students are having difficulty researching facts about their spirit ants for Extension 2. Are there
resources I can share with them?
Yes! For instance, your students can find additional ant facts in Dr. Eleanor’s Book of Common Ants. They can also
use antmaps.org to find distribution maps for different ants by species or genus. Some spirit ants are individual
species (e.g., Solenopsis invicta, Tapinoma sessile) but others are portrayed on the genus level (e.g., Pheidole spp.,
Crematogaster spp.); the “spp.” means that there are several species in the given spirit ant genus that are very
similar regarding their behavior and characteristics.
You can also visit discoverants.com and explore some of the standalone educational resources and reading
materials for more information.

Can “finding your spirit ant” be considered cultural appropriation?
We sought out direct feedback from Native American tribe members to inquire whether this project could be
considered problematic with regard to Native American culture when, of course, it is not intended to be. Our purpose
is quite the opposite and the goals of the project are to promote ant diversity and to foster a deeper understanding,
respect and connection to these animals. The tribe members we contacted did not see a conflict with their culture and
no one indicated that considering ants on the genus/species level was problematic. The only suggestion we received
was to highlight that the goal of the project is not spiritual in nature but rather to learn about a group of animals in an
ecological context. As a result, we emphasize the following guiding statement: This project seeks to bring attention
to ants in an ecological context as their diversity and ecological roles are often overlooked.
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Find Your Spirit Ant Student Activity Sheet
You might not know it, but there are many different ant species living all around you. Just like
humans, these ants have different behaviors and characteristics that make them who they are
and help them survive. This activity will help you find the ant that is most like you – your spirit ant!

Directions
1. Learn about the ants!
Online:
a) Using a device that connects to the internet, go to YourSpiritAnt.com.
b) In the menu, click on Ant Gallery.
c) Read through the Spirit Ant Cards.
Or if your teacher gives you hard copies:
a) Read through the Spirit Ant Cards provided by your teacher.
In the chart below, record information about three different potential spirit ants:
Common
name

Scientific
name

Characteristics of this ant that
are like me

Characteristics of this ant that
are not like me

2. From your list, choose the ant that is most like you. Write the ant’s common name here:
____________________________________________________

Student Activity Sheet | Page 1 of 1
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Spirit Ant Extension 1: Me And My Spirit Ant
Student Activity Sheet

CREATE A POSTER COMPARING YOU AND YOUR SPIRIT ANT
1. In the top center, give your poster a title.
2. Divide your paper in half.
3. On the left side, include:
● Your ant’s common and scientific names
● An image or drawing of your ant
● At least two interesting facts about your ant’s behavior
4. On the right side, include:
● Your name
● An image or drawing of you
● At least two reasons why you relate to this ant
5. At the bottom of your page, write a summary about why you picked this ant as your spirit
ant.

Layout Guide

TITLE

INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR SPIRIT ANT

INFORMATION
ABOUT YOU

SUMMARY

Extension 1 Student Activity Sheet | Page 1 of 1
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Spirit Ant Extension 2: The Journey of an Ant
Student Activity Sheet
PART 1: INVESTIGATING ANTS
Your task is to find out more about the three ants you selected as part of the Find Your Spirit
Ant activity. Research the following information about each ant:
● Where is the ant originally from?
● What are some reasons why the ant is native to that area? Describe the environment or
habitats that allow the ant to thrive there.
● Where is the ant currently found?
● If the ant is currently found in places other than its native
area, why do you think it has expanded its range?
● How do scientists figure out where certain ants are found?
● The effects of climate change are a big concern for scientists. How do you think climate
change would affect or already has affected this particular ant?
● Would you expect to find this ant at your Ant Picnic experiment? Why or why not?

PART 2: SHORT STORY
On a separate sheet of paper, create a short children’s story about your spirit ant. Use your
research from above to describe the journey of your spirit ant. Write the story from the
perspective of the ant and in a way that an elementary school student can understand the
information. Remember: Children’s stories have pictures!
Example:
Freddy the Fire Ant
By Rachael Polmanteer

__Hi, my name is Freddy and I was born in South America. I have
traveled a long way to the United States…__________________
_____________________________________________________

Extension 2 Student Activity Sheet | Page 1 of 1
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Spirit Ant Extension 3: Quilt Squares
Student Activity Sheet
HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Pencil
Colored Pencils
Markers
8.5” x 8.5” Paper Quilt Square
Completed Find Your Spirit Ant Activity Sheet
Completed work for Part 1 of Extension 2: Journey Of An Ant

DIRECTIONS
1. Get an 8.5” x 8.5” paper quilt square.
2. Write the common name and the scientific name of your spirit ant on the quilt square.
3. Based on the research you previously completed, design a quilt square that accurately
represents your spirit ant.
4. Your quilt square must include a pictorial representation of:
a. Where the ant is originally from
b. Where the ant is currently found
c. The physical characteristics of the ant
d. What the ant eats
e. Some personality traits of the ant

Examples of student work from Rachael Polmanteer’s classroom
Extension 3 Student Activity Sheet | Page 1 of 1
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Experiment in Progress:
Ant Picnic
PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB!
DATE:
TIME:
CONTACT INFO:

Experiment in Progress:
Ant Picnic
PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB!
DATE:
TIME:
CONTACT INFO:

Congratulations!

You have been chosen to be a myrmecologist.

You have been chosen to be a myrmecologist.

Myrmecologist = Scientist who specializes in Ants

Myrmecologist = Scientist who specializes in Ants

Your misson:
Find out which foods ants prefer in diﬀerent
places and at diﬀerent times of the year.

Your misson:
Find out which foods ants prefer in diﬀerent
places and at diﬀerent times of the year.

More information at studentsdiscover.org/lesson/ant-picnic

More information at studentsdiscover.org/lesson/ant-picnic
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UNITED STATES
URBAN ANT IDENTIFICATION KEY SOUTHEASTERN
Created by Dr. Magdalena Sorger | theantlife.com

Photos by Dr. M. Sorger, round close-ups from antweb.org

Number of
petiole nodes?

One or
none visible

Petiole prominent (~ same height
as mesosoma & gaster);
boxy (~ twice as tall as wide)?

Myrmicinae

Two
Gaster heart-shaped
in dorsal view?

YES

Pronotum in side view
even with propodeum?

NO

Asian Needle Ant

postpetiole*

mesonotum

abdomen: gaster

clypeus

eye

coxa

Brachyponera chinensis
...is an invasive species

Ponerinae

NO

femur
tibia

YES

stinger*

tarsus

* structure varies depending on subfamily/genus

Spines present on
the posterior part
of propodeum?

leg

Pavement Ant

NO

Tetramorium spp.

Head & body with many
isolated thick hairs;
Rear
end
with
acidopore?
Rear end of gaster with
mesosoma with
(circular
opening
surrounded
acidopore (= circular opening row of such hairs
by
fringe
of
hairs)
surrounded by fringe of hairs) arranged in pairs?
OR body size > 5 mm?

Formicinae

...has turf wars on sidewalks

NO

Smaller
1.8 - 4 mm

YES

Acrobat Ant

Crematogaster spp.

...has colonies with multiple queens

Winnow Ant

Big-Headed Ant

...has a slender body and long legs

...has two worker sizes, big-headed
“majors” and regular-headed “minors”

am ily
su bf

8

Anterior margin of clypeus
without indentation;
color of gaster yellow?

Thief Ant

...steals food from other ants

Fire Ant

Solenopsis invicta

...varies in size from small to very large
workers and everything in between

...runs around like crazy when foraging

YES

Argentine Ant

Linepithema humile
...forms supercolonies

3

Remember to
pe!
count the sca

Rover Ant

Body
size?

Winter Ant

Prenolepis imparis
Body smooth &
shiny; mesosoma
in dorsal view
hourglass-shaped?

Petiole flattened,
barely visible?

YES

You m issed
re!
the ac idopo

Antenna 9-segmented;
body size ~ 1.25 mm?

YES

NO

High Noon Ant

Odorous House Ant

...is active during
high temperatures

...smells like blue cheese

Forelius pruinosus

YES

Tapinoma sessile

Garden Ant
Lasius spp.

Usually densely
covered in short
appressed hairs
giving it dull
appearance

Large
5 - 16 mm

NO

...is mainly active during
spring & winter months

NO

...nests underground

Reddish-brown &
larger (3 - 6 mm)

Solenopsis molesta

YES

NO

Brachymyrmex spp.

YES

NO
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975

Pheidole spp.

actual size

2-segmented club

Yellow & tiny
(0.5 - 2 mm)

Little Black Ant

YES

Aphaenogaster spp.

...can raise its gaster
above its head

3-segmented club, black,
body size approx. 1.5 mm

NO

Antenna 9-segmented;
body size ~ 1.25 mm?

Dolichoderinae

Segments of
antennal club, color
and body size?

Crazy Ant

Nylanderia spp. &
Paratrechina longicornis

NO

Antennal club present?

NO

Monomorium minimum

petiole

YES
mandibles

YES

thorax: mesosoma
pronotum

10 mm

head
scape

antennal club*

START HERE

antenna

propodeum

You can measure
your ant here:

...milks aphids for honeydew

Mesosoma in side
view rounded?

YES
NO
Field Ant

Formica spp.

...smells like vinegar

Carpenter Ant

Camponotus spp.
...nests in wood

ACROBAT ANT

1

Crematogaster spp.

Acrobat ants prance through forests and across clotheslines,
fluttering their heart shaped bottoms on parade

Physical Appearance

Heart shaped bottoms - they wave them proud
Almost unsquashable
Excellent climbers - nest in tree bark
Also can live on houses in shingles

0.1 to 0.18 inches (small)
Dark brown or reddish color

Personality
Friendly - care for several beetle species
Helpful - some of the best cleaners
Love sweet treats
Protective - friends of two endangered species
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Fun Facts

ASIAN NEEDLE ANT

2

Brachyponera chinensis

Asian needle ants are stealthy little ninjas sneaking into our ecosystems

Physical Appearance

Stealthy - walk close to the ground and go solo
Defensive stingers, but only as a last resort
Peaceful and Clumsy - not good climbers
Meat Lovers - especially termites (yum!)
Not fussy - will live anywhere

0.2 inches (medium)
Black with light orange Legs
Slender, shiny bodies

Fun Facts
Don’t like carrying too much, they’ll run back home to get help
As invasive ants, they make life miserable for others
slowly destroying forests by "evicting" native ant species
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Personality

BIG-HEADED ANT

3

Pheidole spp.

Big-headed ant majors are all brawn while their tiny-noggined sisters are all brains

After the egg is layed it can be a major
or minor, depending on what the baby is fed
Their brains develop as they get older to
help them get better at memorizing things

Physical Appearance

Personality
Balanced eaters - love sugary
foods and protein
Multitaskers - Minor workers have
many different jobs
Major workers are the linebackers
of the ant world

Minors 0.1 inches, Majors 0.14 inches (small)
Majors have giant heads
and powerful jaws
Minors are small and fast
Yellow or Reddish-brown
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Fun Facts

CARPENTER ANT

4

Camponotus chromaiodes

One of the U.S.'s largest and friendliest ants,
carpenter ants lumber through your lumber

Fun Facts

Laid back - not aggressive or territorial
Friendly ants with a great memory
Can be pesty (when they nest in people’s homes)
Strong communicators with their sister ants
Omnivores - sugar, protein,
people food, they’ll eat it

Great at woodworking - use a mix of
saliva and wood as molding material
have "crops" - like a backpack
for food inside their bodies
Tap each other to see if they are alike
Colonies can have up to 2,000 ants

Physical Appearance
0.25 to 0.5 inches (large - As BIG as an M&M)
Black color with light golden hairs
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Personality

FIRE ANT

5

Solenopsis invicta

Bad reputation aside, fire ants sometimes help farmers

Fun Facts

Good farmers - colonies help aerate the soil
Very aggressive with poisonous stings
Will eat anything from insects to human food
Determined to survive - they can float
together during floods

Originally from South America, but
came to the Unites States in the 1930 s
Have their own air conditioning
system underground
Can have huge colonies - up to 200,000 workers

Physical Appearance
variable sizes: 0.1 to 0.24 inches (small to large)
Reddish brown and shiny
Have small water repellent hairs
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Personality

HIGH-NOON ANT

6

Forelius pruinosus

High-noon ants settle arguments the old fashioned way, with a dance-off

Great dancers - these ants can jitterbug!
Love sweet things and hot temperatures
Entrepreneurial and intelligent - often
trade protection for food
Party crashers - visit other colonies,
block them off, and feast

Masters of climate - can live almost
anywhere and don’t mind the heat
Smell great, like household cleaner
Spray a chemical as bug repellent at other ants

Physical Appearance
0.07 to 0.1 inches (small)
Brown, red, or yellow color
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Personality

Fun Facts

LITTLE BLACK ANT

7

Monomorium minimum

Personality

Fun Facts

Cute and tiny, but don’t underestimate them
Easily annoyed - they’ll sting if
you interrupt their work
Can be bullies when it comes to food
(give them your lunch money!)
Great combat skills, especially in groups

Colonies can have over 2,000 workers
Ants lay down chemical signals
called pheromones to form trails
Play dead if alone and threatened

Physical Appearance
0.06 inches (VERY small)
Glossy black
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Despite their tiny size, little black ants beat and
bully larger ants competing for food

ODOROUS HOUSE ANT

8

Tapinoma sessile

One of our most common household pests, odorous house ants
have mastered breaking and entering to snack on your sweets

Love hanging out in kitchens
Favorite food: SUGAR! (also called sugar ants)
Flexible - able to live as country ants or city ants
Restless - pick up and move every two weeks
Team players - work with other forest
insects to help ecosystems
Protectors of smaller insects like aphids

Native to the United States
In wooded areas colonies are small,
but in cities they live in
giant "supercolonies"
Colonies have many queens

Physical Appearance
0.09 to 0.13 inches (small)
Black color
Smell like spoiled coconut suntan lotion OR blue cheese
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Personality

Fun Facts

PAVEMENT ANT

9

Tetramorium caespitum

Pavement ants have tough skins to help them withstand fierce battles

Very territorial - will go to war for what’s theirs
Not easily spooked - usually not bothered
by human presence
Not Picky Eaters - garbage is delicious!
Can survive in extreme environments - like
under hot pavements

Although very aggressive towards
their kind, they probably won’t sting you
Not native to the USA, they arrived
by ship from Europe over 100 years ago

Physical Appearance
0.12 Inches (small)
Dark brown/Reddish Black
Armor-like outer skins (=exoskeletons)
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Personality

Fun Facts

THIEF ANT

10

Solenopsis molesta

Never underestimate tiny thief ants: they'll rob you (and other ants) blind

0.06 inches (VERY small)
Golden yellow color

Tiny but tough
Mischievous opportunists that love eating
Crafty burglars - great at snatching
food from others
Sneaky - aren't decimated by invasive species
Helpful - eat pests like cutworms
and certain beetle eggs

Fun Facts
Prefer munching on dead insects
Have stingers, but are too small to hurt humans
Each antenna has a bulb on the end
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Physical Appearance P ersonality

WINNOW ANT

11

Aphaenogaster spp.

Elegant ballerinas of the ant world, winnow ants plant forest seeds

Optimistic - make the best out of any situation
friends of the forest - remove shells from
seeds and allow new plants to grow
have great table manners - use "plates"
made of sticks and leaves when
food is too messy to pick up

Fun Facts
Giant families - upto 2,000
workers in a colony!
Almost 2/3 of all herb seeds produced in
the forest are picked up by winnow ants

Physical Appearance
0.15 inches to 0.2 inches (small to medium)
Elegant looking - long legs and slender bodies
brownish amber color
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Personality

WINTER ANT

12

Prenolepis imparis

Winter ants chill out in summer, preferring to hot foot around in colder months

Fun Facts
Great at avoiding trouble - inactive
when most species run around fighting
Frugal - save up calories to use later
Don’t like heat - stay out of sight in the summer
Love fatty foods - eat stored fat all summer long

Physical Appearance
0.1 to 0.14 inches (small)
Shiny bodies and large abdomens
Slim hourglass-shaped waistlines
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Personality

Nest deep in the Soil - up to 12 ft underground
Stockpile food in their bellies
after eating in the winter
Up to 10,000 sisters living together
Can’t hear well

ARGENTINE ANT

13

Linepithema humile

Personality

Physical Appearance

always on the move - great commuters
Friendly to humans but love to raid kitchens
farmers - milk plant-feeding insects
for their sweet honeydew
will eat most things but love
sugar and protein

0.08 - 0.12 inches (small)
brown/blackish

Fun Facts
form "supercolonies" - most Argentine
ants along the entire California coast
belong to the same colony
Every year they replace 90% of their
queens (power to the people!)
originally from Argentina and invasive
in many parts of the world
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Argentine ants are tiny marauders that live in megafamilies

FIELD ANT

14

Formica pallidefulva

Fun Facts

Personality

use landmarks for orientation
when disturbed they spray formic
acid - which smells like vinegar!
their babies are sometimes
kidnapped by raiding ants

skittish movers, explore everything they
can get their antennae on
More buffet-style than picky eaters - eat honeydew,
soft-bodied insects and seed husks
great hosts - will share their nest with a friendly beetle
sometimes get deceived - some ants take
advantage of their hospitality
build their nests in sheltered areas - against trees,
under rocks or in logs

Physical Appearance
0.2 - 0.4 inches (large)
yellow
big eyes and long legs
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Field ants are energetic and friendly but sometimes blissfully unaware of interlopers

GARDEN ANT

15

Lasius spp.

Garden ants are aphid wranglers that help to keep the soil healthy

cattle herders - milk aphids for honeydew
and sometimes kill them for a big aphid steak
prefer open spaces, will often set up shop
in grassy areas like golf courses
engineers - help transform disturbed
areas into healthy soil
move deftly, but with a bit of a waddle

Fun Facts
they’re expert aphid wranglers: they
herd root aphids who slurp away at
underground grass roots and produce
a sugary treat for the ants
their nests look like little volcanoes
popping up across grassy areas

Physical Appearance
a little larger than a sesame seed
brown to brownish black
no-shine/matte bodies and large abdomens
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Personality
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How to recognize an ANT
Elbowed antennae
First antennal segment
(= scape) longer than rest

6 legs
Ants, like all insects,
have six legs

Thin waist with petiole
Petiole = one or two small bumps
between thorax and abdomen
(but can be flat and hard to see!)

All ants are social and live in
colonies. Ants communicate using
their antennae to smell. There are
over 15,000 ant species on earth. Ants
live almost everywhere except for the
coldest places on the planet. Ants
farm, keep livestock and build complex
homes.
There are 3 different kinds of ants in
most ant colonies :
workers - all female, no wings,
represent majority of ants in a colony
queen - larger than a
worker, has wings for part
of life, only one laying fertilized eggs
males - look different than
workers, always have wings,
only around during mating season

More at
discover

.com

THEY’RE SMALL. THEY’RE FIERCE. THEY’RE EVERYWHERE.
AND THERE’S PROBABLY A LOT YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT THEM.

Get additional resources for the classroom at
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Educational
Citizen
resources for science
the classroom projects
and beyond
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Reading
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READ ON

Books,
articles and
other reading
material

